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SUMMARY 
For the purpose of providing a catalogue of representative curves, 
with accompanying data, for the designer's use in synthesizing a mecha-
nism, a study of the behavior of the follower link in a crank and rocker 
type ^-bar linkage during 360 degree rotation of the crank was conducted 
and is here presented. 
The difficulty of synthesis is shown by a brief history of linkage 
work. Next, a mathematical development is given, which provides a method 
of determining analytically the relative positions of crank and follower 
in a ̂ -bar linkage. Then the use of the curves and data for design is 
explained. 
From this study were compiled curves and data which represent the 
follower motions of 1̂ 6 l|-bar linkages of the crank and rocker type. 
Linkage ratios Identify each mechanism analyzed. 
The curves and data are in the form of the trace and deviation rep-
resentation, a method which denotes the normalized motion of a machine 
member. Normalization means simply the representation of the machine 
member's displacement as a fractional part of its total displacement 
range. A constant motion would indicate 0.1 normalized displacement for 
0.1 actual displacement. This condition was characteristic of the crank 
throughout the present study, since a constant angular rotation was cho-
sen for the crank. On the other hand, for the wide variety of ratios of 
vi 
linkages of crank and rocker type^ namely lk6, that were studied, the fol-
lower link exhibited acceleration and deceleration characteristics with 
only small periods of constant motion. 
For the mechanism designer who is interested in the possible use of 
computers for solution of linkage problems, a machine program including 
flow chart and machine ordetrs appears in the appendix of this report. The 
included machine program was used to solve the algebraic and trigonometric 




A Relative length of a ^-bar linkage coupler in comparison to the crank. 
B Relative length of a ^-bar linkage follower in comparison to the crank. 
C Relative length of the frame part of a ^-bar linkage in comparison to 
the crank. 
OC Crank angle measured clockwise from left end of X-axis. 
(2> Follower angle measured clockwise from left end of X-axis. 
D Deviation of fdllower's travel compared to constant motion of crank. 
K \J 1+B2 + C2 - A2' 
L Normalized travel of the crank. 
m Imaginary link connecting pin joints 1A and BC. 
0-L Pivot center for crank. 
Og Pivot center for follower. 
Rc Range of crank between crank positions which produce leftmost and 
rightmost positions of follower. 
Rp Range of follower between leftmost and rightmost positions. 
XN Normalized displacement of crank. 
YN Normalized displacement of follower. 
0 Angle formed by imaginary link m and frame link C. 
0 Angle formed by imaginary link ra and follower link B. 
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CHAPTER I 
HISTORY OF LINKAGE MECHANISMS 
WITH PARTICULAR REGARD TO SYNTHESIS 
In the design of computing mechanisms it is often desired to 
generate arbitrary functions in which the variables are represented by an 
analogous quantity such as a shaft rotation. In recent times, consider-
ation has been given to the use of U-bar linkages for function generation. 
Linkages are light, inexpensive, adaptable to high speeds and com-
paratively friction-free. They are, therefore, efficient for the purpose 
stated hereafter. Unfortunately, however, they are very difficult to 
synthesize. "Synthesis" (the antonym for "analysis") implies the combi-
nation of parts to produce a complex whole. "Kinematic synthesis" may 
be defined as the determination of the type and principal dimensions of 
the parts necessary to a device that is to convert one specified motion 
into another. The method most commonly used in the past has been a type 
of graphical solution based on trial and error which usually retains some 
error. Analytical methods, as well, have been devised, but the majority 
of these (with the possible exception of the method of B. W. Schaffer and 
I. Cochin (1)*) are so lengthy and laborious that the end results hardly 
justify the means. Schaffer's and Cochin's analytical approach to syn-
thesis employs the use of parameters x, y, z, where x is the cosine 
•Numbers in parentheses refer to items in Bibliography. 
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function of the crank angle of a *i--bar linkage, y the cosine function of 
the follower link angle, and z the cosine function of the double angle, 
follower angle minus crank angle. The authors have developed a compati-
bility equation, involving multiple derivatives of the parametric expres-
sions, into which it is possible to insert the given function and deter-
mine beforehand whether or not a *i--bar linkage can be designed to describe 
the function. 
A literature search for methods of synthesizing the ^-bar linkage 
was conducted, and although not exhaustive, it did encompass a wide range 
of works of both authors and private companies. The search was primarily 
for a certain type of synthesizing data, namely for trace and deviation 
curves plotted on a unit square, illustrating the behavior of linkages with 
varying ratios of link dimensions. Svoboda appears to have been the first 
author to contribute a method of so measuring output against input for the 
If-bar linkage (2). His volume, published in 19^8, is titled Computing 
Mechanisms and Linkages. 
In Ferdinand Freudenetein's paper, "Approximate Synthesis of **-bar 
Linkages" which was presented at the ASME Fall meeting of 195^, mention 
is made of function generation by use of bar linkages (3)* "A successful 
design procedure must combine the predominantly analytical considerations 
of linkage synthesis with practical considerations involving mechanical 
advantages, ranges, dead-center positions, friction and backlash." The 
large number of variables occurring in the synthesis of a ̂ -bar linkage 
and the complexity of their interaction render an analytical approach dif-
ficult. Freudenstein*s paper, however, presents analytical methods and 
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points out the desirability of function generation by use of H-bar link-
ages. However, other reference material on this subject is quite scarce. 
One other paper presented at the 195*1- Fall meeting of the ASME was 
"A Semigraphical Solution of Acceleration Problems of Plane CamrDriven 
Roller Followers and ^-Bar Linkages" by Chan Hung Chiang of the Taiwan 
University, Taipei, Taiwan, Formosa -(k). Although the ^-bar linkage 
figured prominently in the discussion in this paper, no concise method 
of synthesis was shown. 
The next reference consulted was the work by Paul Grodzinski and 
Professor Ewen McEwen, Link Mechanisms in Modern Kinematics. "Link 
Mechanisms, consisting of substantially rigid members connected by simple 
turning or sliding pairs, are not only the simplest and oldest type of 
mechanisms but are fundamental to any more complex machine. They have, 
therefore, always been studied to some extent in all mechanical engineer-
ing courses." (5) The authors then state that the English-speaking 
countries have lagged far behind such countries as Germany and Russia in 
making contributions to mechanism work. Some of these new developments 
are unknown to the English-speaking countries — partly because of the 
language barrier. 
It is true that in spite of the apparently elementary nature of the 
linkages, their synthesis for specific purpose is by no means easy, and 
that, although they are the oldest mechanisms, they still offer much 
room for improvement. 
"Mechanisms are used to convert one motion into another. They may 
sC&ange the force and speed or direction, cause motion in a prescribed 
path, turn continuous into intermittent motion, turn rotation into recip-
k 
rocation, or store energy for later release." (5) This statement shows 
how important synthesis can be, but still there is no easy way to accom-
plish it. 
Linkages date back as far as Archimedes' time; and the notes of 
Besson (1582) and de Cans (1615) refer to them. Lanz and Betancourt in 
1808 made attempts at link classification by means of relative motion of 
input and output. 
It is interesting to note the paper by Mr. Allen C. Dunk, Instructor 
of Mechanical Engineering at Purdue University, published in the February 
1955 issue of Machine Desian (6). His development was that of a function 
generator for mechanically drawing curves of required functions. This 
may very well prove to be the quickest known method for synthesizing the 
4-bar linkage, since it requires only an adjustment of arm length to 
change the character of the resulting curve. 
While working for General Precision Laboratory of New York, Mr. Robert 
L. Kenngott began what he termed an atlas of 27 families of curves, classi-
fying the k-bar linkage functions (7). To date this work is not complete. 
Mr. Kenngott gave eight examples of the ij---bar linkage with specifications 
and illustrations of each (7)s 
1. Class a - Crank: and Rocker 
2. Class b - Rotating Connecting Rod 
3» Class c - Inverse Crank and Rocker 
4. Class d - Drag Link 
5. Class A - Right-side Rockers 
6. Class B - Outside Rockers 
7. Class C - Left-side Rockers 
8. Class D - Inside Rockers 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATION 
The relative dimensions of the links determine the type of motion 
the k-bar linkage will display. The eight classes listed in the preced-
ing chapter will each give a characteristic motion unlike any of the other 
seven. It was decided in this Investigation to use Mr. R. L. Kenngott's 
classification of linkages, since his work in many respects paralleled that 
of the present study. The development to follow ha6 been built around 
Class "a" examples only, and in particular, examples as given In Hrone's 
and Nelson's Analysis of the fr-Bar Linkage. a volume which contains 1̂ 6 
mechanisms of the Class "a" type (8). This Volume gives limit dimensions 
for A-B-C (Figure 1). For a linkage to be classified as "crank and rocker" 
it must Ibe true that 
A 
1. 1 + A < B + C 
A 
A I ' 
2. If B < A-l-C 
1+ C < A + B 
J3 
The representation in the present study of the relative link motions, 
however, is of the form of the trace-deviation square and not a plot of 
true angle of output versus true angle of input, which method Mr. Kenngott 
used to illustrate relative link motion. 
Further, Mr. Kenngott9s curves represent the maximum and minimum 
limits of the restrictive link, whereas this report will give distinct 
ratios to the links for each curve shown. Not only will the designer be 
able to see a curve with limits into which his design will fall, but he 
will be able to pick a corresponding set of ratios of link dimensions, 




Reference Is made to Figure 1, which Illustrates the *J—Bar Linkage: 
Figure .1 
CRAHK AW ROCKER TYPE ̂ -BAR LINKAGE 
The crank range, RCl, Is equal to OC2 - °<>±} RC2 Is equal to 2TT- RCl; 
and the follower range, RF, is equal to f3, - $ . Angles <X. and 0> 1 
define the rightmost linkage position, or a position of zero velocity for 
the follower link. Likewise, angles 0(2 and (32 define the leftmost link-
age position, where again the follower hass zero velocity. 
The following Is a development of formulae for determination of 
OC x, <X2, ft1 and £ 2s 
by the law of cosines 
(a) cos f-TT - OC ,"1 - (A + l ) ^ + C2 - B2 
L XJ 2(A -I- 1)C 
cos [2.TT- OcJ - (A - l )
2 +.C 
L 2 J 2(A - 1 
2 - B 2 





fo - B 2 4- C2 - (A + l ) 2 
1 " 2 BC 




From expressions (a), (b), (c) and (d), the Pythagorean relations shown 
in Figure 2 may be constructed; 
(A+l ) 2 + C2 - B2 
( A - l ) 2 + C2 - B 2 
B2 + C2 - (A+l) 2 
N / M A + 1 ) 2 C 2 - [ (A+l) 2 * C 2 - B 2 ] 2 
(a) 
^ A - D V - [(A-l)2+C*-B2]'2% 
(b) 
^ / T B 2 C 2 " [B2+C2 - (A+i)2].^ 
( c ) 
V T ^ C 2 - [B2 + C
2 - (A-l)2] 2< 
(d) 
B 2 + C2 - ( A - l ) 2 
F i g u r e 2 
PYTHAGOREAN RELATIONS DEFINING 
ANGLES "IT- X i , 2 T - ° C 2 , /3i and (&2 
Now, referring to Figure 2, i t i s seen that 
TT -
2 i r -
•z—I 
oc. .- t a n - i V M A - , 1 ) ^ - [ (A+I) 2 +C 2 ~*\
2 
(A+l)2 + C2 - B2 
°^ 2 = "t821 
-T Vv(A-l)2C2 •• [ ( A - l ) 2 4- C2 - B2] 2 
(A-l)2-»-C2 - B2 
3X = tan"
1 Vi*B2C2 - [ B 2 + C 2 - U + l ) 2 ] 2 
B 2 + C2 - (A 1)2 
P2 = 
tan"1 V4B2C2 - Dff -4- C2 - (A-l)2] 2 





For any simultaneous values of A, B and C such that 
1 . 1 + A < B •«•• C 
2. 1 + B < A + C 
3. 1 + C < A + B 
the equations (e) through (h) may be used to determine 0^^, &>2> Pi* 
and P20 
This paper will present data obtained from investigation of 1̂ 6 
combinations of A, B and C with curves illustrating the behavior of the 
follower link during its cycle. Further development, however, is neces-
sary before the description of motion can be completed. 
Figure 3 illustrates a 4-bar linkage. Link 1, which is chosen as 
unity, represents a crank whose motion is rotation through 36Q degrees 
around a center at 0-̂ . Link B, of arbitreiry dimension, is the rocker 
whose motion is oscillatory through, as yet, an undetermined arc around 
©2. Link A is a coupler. Link C may be considered a frame containing 
pivot points 0^ and 0g a distance C apart. The dimension of A and C 
are also arbitrary. 
Figure 3 
CRAHK AHD ROCKER TYPE 1*-BAR LINKAGE ILLUSTRATING 
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FORMULAE 
By the law of cosines, It Is true that the dimension of the Imagi-
nary link m Is defined by the following expression; 
i2 . (I)2 + C2 + 2(1) C cosoc (i) 
Further, 
tan 9 : sin cxi 
C - (-cosoc) 
tan 9 z since 
C 4- cosOC 
(J) 
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Again, by the law of cosines, 
A2 « m2 4- B 2 - 2mB cos 0 » 1 + G2 4- 2C cosoC+B2 - 2mB cos 0 
cos 0 r 1 -»• B2 -H C2 - A2 4. 2C cos 6C (k) 
2mB 
Let K2 • (1)2+ B 2 + C2 - A2 
then cos 0 = K2 4- 2C cos oc (1) 
2mB 
The angle (̂  is the sum of two angles, 6 and 0, 
Substituting for 0 and 0, 
(3 = tan"1 sin oc + cos"1 K2 4- 2C cos OC (a) 
C + cosOC 2mB 
To combine the two terms in the equation for fi, both should be 
expressed as arctan or arccos functions» The angle; 0*-ia the angle of a 
2 
right triangle whose adjacent side is K + 2C cosOC and whose hypotenuse 
is 2mB. The opposite side, therefore, is equal to 
yj kmB2 - £ K2 + 2C cos 0£ ] 2' 
and 
£ = tan"
1 sinog. , tem-l VkmB
2 -!& + 2C cos OcJ 2 (n) 
e + cosoC K2 4- 2C cos OC 
The tangent function was elected here in order that a computer 
program might be employed for collection of data. At the time the data 
for this paper were collected, the IBM 650 digital computer interpretive 
system included a subroutine for converting the tangent function to radians, 
but there was no similar subroutine for the cosine function, 
By use of equation (n), angle "fin may be determined for any angle 
w OC n and for any combination of link dimensions which define a crank and 
rocker ^-bar linkage. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SCOPE AHD FORM <JF DATA 
This paper contains data for all possible combinations of link 
ratios for variation of; 
1. Link A (coupler) from 1.5 to k.O at increments of 0.5, 
2. Link B (follower) from 1.5 to k.O at increments of 0.5, and 
3. Link C (frame) from 1.5 to 6.5 at increments of 0.5. The 
crank is taken as unity. 
Obviously, there will occur within these ranges a combination which 
will not correspond to all of the requirements for a crank and rocker link 
age. One example would be A = k.O, B = 1„5, C = 1.5. Here, 1 + k > 1.5 
+ 1.5* This combination would be eliminated from the computations. 
To demonstrate the follower's motion by the method of trace and 
deviation, the motion must first be normalized. To do this, the crank*s 
rotation, which is constant, is used as reference. The crank will move 
through one-half of its range, say RC1, In one-half the time required to 
move through its entire range. The follower, however, may move only 
two-fifths of its range. The trace, then, would indicate two-fifths and 
the deviation would be minus one-tenth, since the follower lags the crank 
by this value. Figure k, page 13, illustrates this condition. 
Referring to Figure k, the straight diagonal line in the trace 
square is drawn to represent the constant motion of the crank, and the 
curved line shows the normalized motion of the follower. The curved 
line in the deviation square denotes the amount by which the follower 
13 
lags or exceeds the crank in covering its entire range. The slopes of the 
curves are indications of acceleration and. deceleration. In the trace 
square, a curve which is concave upwards indicates an acceleration, and a 
curve which is concave downwards indicates a deceleration. 
1.0 
0.8 
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• Crank's Motion 




TYPICAL k-BAR LiCNKAGE FOLLOWER MOTION ILLUSTRATED 
BY THE TKACE - DEVIATION METHOD 
Acceleration and deceleration are indicated in like manner in the 
deviation square. Constant follower velocity occurs at the points of 
curve inflection. 
CHAPTER V 
HOW TO USE THE DATA AHD CURVES 
FOR DESIGN PURPOSES 
The most common use for the data and curves presented herein will 
be the case in which a specified motion is given the designer and he 
must select a *i-bar linkage to generate this motion. This motion may be 
specified as acceleration through 70$ of follower range and deceleration 
through the remaining 30$ of range with the further specification that 
the follower displacement at the time of zero acceleration be that of a 
follower with uniform motion, or, in other words, for XU equal 0.7, YH 
equal 0.7 in terms of normalized motion. This prescribed motion is that 
of the li-bar linkage group in which A 3 k.0, B = 3.5 and C = 2.5 (See 
pages 28^ and 285 listing data and illustrating curves for range of crank, 
RC 2). Utilization of this group for the above specified linkage will 
give an accuracy of approximately 1.92x10 (The deviation) times 
0.95^383 (RF) which is 1.83x10"^ radians in excess of specified displace-
ment of the follower. 
For the case where crank motion is limited to oscillation, the 
data and curves are even more versatile as far as follower design is 
concerned. For any linkage group herein contained, follower motion and 
position is established for any position of the crank. Therefore, a 
portion of one of the curves may be used for the design of a linkage which 
would, for example, produce all acceleration for the follower. In other 
instances, small intervals may be chosen in which the follower demonstrates 
an approximate constant velocity. 
Perhaps the most valuable use to which the accompanying data and 
graphs may be put is that of function generation., Consider the function 
y = xcosx for the possibility of function generation with a l*-bar linkage. 
To describe this function with trace and deviation curves, first determine 
the ranges x and y. A simple table of values as shown below will be satis-
factory . 
TABLE I 
SIMULTANEOUS X and T VALUES FOR 
/• 




0 0 0 
18 o3lM59 .29878 
36 0628319 .50832 
5* o907572 .533^ 
72 1.256637 .38833 
90 1.570796 0 
108 1.881*955 - .5821*9 
126 2.199115 -1.29262 
Ikk 2.1*78368 -2.OO505 
162 2.827^33 -2.68906 
180 3.1M592 -3.U1592 
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The X-values from ^k degrees to 180 degrees define ever-decreasing 
values of Y whose range is 4- 0.533^6 to -3.lto.592; total range equals 
3.675052 radians. 
The next step is normalization. With $k degrees as a starting 
point for X, there are Seven additional X-values up to and including 180 
degrees. For X to increase at constant, rate, its normalized values will 
be 1/7 > 2/7, etc. Normalized values for Y will be the fractional equiva-
lents of its increase, which is a negative increase in this case, compared 
to its total range. 
TABLE II 
NORMALIZED VALUES OF X AND Y FOR 
TIE FUNCTION y :: xcosx 
XJJ Y = ?nZo Y -L = Y -X^ 
range a a a 
0 0 0 
1/7 .0368 -.1061 
2/7 .U52 -,lko6 
3/7 .3037 -.12^9 
k/7 A969 -.07^5 
•5/7 -6907 -.0235 
6/7 08769 .0197 
1.0 1.0 0 
The values of Y-. and Y^-L may now be plotted on unit squares versus X-
as abscissa, Figure 5» 
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Linkage ratio — A r 2 .5 , B = 3.5 , C = 2.5 
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Figure 5 
USE OF 1*-BAR LINKAGE GRAPHS FOR 
FUNCTION GENERATION 
The curves shovn in Figure 5 are very close approximations of the curves 
defining crank range RC2 for ratios of A = 2.5, B = 3.5 and C = 2.5 
contained on pages 92 and 93 of the appendix. The trace and deviation 
curves for this linkage are plotted in Figure 5 for comparison. 
It is hoped that the designer may, upon becoming, familiar with 
the data and curves presented here and with the given examples, be 
enabled to synthesize his linkage with facility. 
A P P E N D I X 
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SUPPLEMEHTARY FLOW CHART 
If the function, tan (!), is a negative quantity, the IBM 65O would 
record a negative angle in the Ij-th quadrant. Angle (3 , however, should 
be a positive angle measured clockwise from the left end of the X - axis 
(See Figure l). For this reason, each quantity tangent £ |; is tested 






















A similar loop is 
employed to determine 
the true value of ̂4,0 
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IBM 65O COMPUTER PROGRAM ORDERS 
+ 9 800 OOO 000 PP 0 
- 1 kok 502 552 552; 6.5 - c 
+ 8 600 552 001 t°> go to PP 1 
- 1 0̂5 501 551 551: k.O - B 
+ 8 600 531 002 t°> go to PP 2 
- 1 0̂5 500 550 550; k.O - A 
+ 8 600 550 003 t°> go to PP 3 
+ 8 000 000 009 = 0, go to PP 9 
+ 9 800 003 000 PP 3 
+ 1 500 ^99 500 500; An 4. .j. .- Aa + h 
- 1 0̂5 k06 501 501; B = k.O - 2.5 
+ 8 000 000 008 Transfer to PP 8 
+ 9 800 002 000 PP 2 
+ 1 501 ^99 501 501; Bn 4.1 * Bm + h 
+ 9 800 008 000 PP 8 
- 1 kok kOf 502 502; C = 6.5 - 5,0 
+ 8 000 000 00^ Transfer to PP k 
4. 9 800 oca 000 PP 1 
+ 1 502 9̂9 502 502; Cn +• il = Cn h 
+ 9 800 00^ 000 PP k 
+ i 901 500 553 553s 1 + A 
+ 1 501 502 556 556; B + C 
- 1 553 556 000 000; (1 + A) - (B+C) 
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+ 8 700 000 000 / (- ), go to PP 0 
+ 1 901 501 55̂  551*: 1 + B 
+ 1 500 502 557 557s A + C 
- 1 55̂  557 000 000. (1+B) - (A + C) 
+ 8 700 000 000 / (-) , go to PP 0 
+ 1 901 502 555 555 s 1 + C 
+ 1 500 501 558 553. A + B 
- 1 555 558 000 000 s (1 + C) - (A+B) 
+ 8 700 000 000 / (-), go to PP 0 
+ 7 300 500 502 Punch A-j_ B]_ C-j_ 
+ 9 800 005 000 PP 5 
- 1 500 901 000 000. A - 1 
+ 2 000 000 570 570. (A-l)2 
+ 2 501 501 571 571s B2 
+ 2 502 502 572 572 s C2 
+ 1 500 901 000 OOOs A + 1 
+ 2 000 000 573 573 s (A + l ) 2 
+ 2 572 405 571* 57**s kC* 
+ 2 57^ 573 575 575 s 4C2(A + 1 ) 2 
+ 1 572 573 000 000; (A+l)2 + C2 
- 1 000 571 576 576 s (A+ l)2 + C2 - B2 











4C2(A + l)2 - [(A+l)2+C2-B2] 
+ V^C2(A+1)2 - [(A+l)2+C2 - B2 
4 3 000 576 577 
4 8 700 577 010 
4- 0 305 577 000 
- 2 000 901 520 
+ 8 000 000 Oil 
+ 9 800 010 000 
+» 0 305 577 000 
- 1 0̂3 000 520 
4 9 800 ou 000 
+ 2 57^ 570 610 
4- 1 570 572 000 
- 1 000 571 578 
4- 2 578 578 000 
- 1 610 000 000 
4- 0 300 000 000 
+• 3 000 578 579 
4- 8 700 579 012 
4- 0 305 579 000 
- 1 1*03 0(30 521 
+ 8 000 000 013 
4- 9 800 012 000 
•h 0 305 579 000 
- 1 90^ 000 521 
+ 9 800 013 000 
+ 2 571* 571 580 
23 
577; tan <x, 
/ (-), go to PP 10 
000; °C1 (tai quadrant) 
520; 0< ! (2nd quadrant) 
Transfer to PP 11 
PP 10 
000; OC-L (1st quadrant) 
520; 7T - «*! (1st quadrant) 
PP 11 
610; kC2 (A-l ) 2 
000; (A- l ) 2 + C2 
578; (A-l ) 2 + C2 - B2 
000; [(A-l)2 + C2 - B2] 2 
000; 1*C2(A-1)2 - [(A-l)24-C2 - B2] 2 
000; V^C2(A-1)2 - [(A-l)24-C2 - B2] 2 
579; tan Oi2 
f ( - ) , go to PP 12 
000; 0C2 (ton quadrant) 
521; T + 0 ( 2 (l*th quadrant) 
Transfer to PP 13 
PP 12 
000; ^Cg ( l s t ^adrant) 




4 1 571 572 58I 
- 1 581 573 582 
+ 2 582 582 000 
- 1 580 000 000 
+• 0 300 000 000 
+ 3 000 582 583 
4- 8 700 583; 014 
4- 0 305 583 000 
4 1 403 000 522 
4- 8 000 000 015 
+ 9 800 014 000 
4- 0 305 583 522 
+ 9 800 015 000 
- 1 581 570 584 
4- 2 584 584 000 
- 1 580 000 000 
4- 0 300 000 000 
4- 3 000 584 585 
4- 8 700 585 016 
4- 0 305 585 000 
4- 1 403 000 523 
-t- 8 000 000 017 
+• 9 800 016 000 
4- 0 305 585 523 
+ 9 800 017 000 
581: B2 + c2 
582; B 2 + C2 - (A-KL)2 
000s [B24 C 2 - (A+-1)2] 2 
000s 4B2C2 - [ B 2 + C 2 - (A41)2]2 
000s V4B2C2 - [B 2+-C 2 - (A41)2]2' 
583s tan fi>± 
jT(-), go to PP 14 
000s d1 (1st quadrant) 
522s TT 4-Pi (ist quadrant) 
Transfer to PP 15 
PP 14 
000s (h1 (Vth quadrant) 
PP 15 
584s B2 4- C2 - (A-l)2 
000s [B2 4- C2 - (A-l)2] 2 
000s 4B2C2 - [B2 4- C2 - (A-l)2] 2 
000sV4B2C2 - [B2 + c 2 " (A"1)2] 2* 
585 s tan G>2 
f (-)> go to PP 16 
000s $2 (4th quadrant) 
523s TT+Pp (1st quadrant) 
Transfer to PP 17 
PP 16 
523s ft>2 (2nd quadrant) 
PP 17 
- 1 521 520 524 524 s °v- OCx = R ^ 
- 1 904 5£4 525 525; Rc2 z 2 "IT - R C 1 
- 1 522 523 526 526; Rf s /3X - /32r 
+ 7 300 520 523 Punch QC _ , <X2, (hv fl2 
+ 7 300 524 526 Punch R C 1 9 RC2 > Rf 
+ 3 524 905 401 401 s R<=1/10 • hl 
+ 1 900 520 527 527; « 1 (also in 520) 
+ 9 800 006 000 PP 6 
4 1 527 401 527 527; <x 8 l s <*1 f h x 
•i- 2 500 500 (500 000 s A2 
- l 571 000 (500 000 s B2 - A2 
+ l 572 000 000 000 s C2 + B 2 - A 2 
4- 1 901 000 586 586s K 2 * 1 + C2M-B2 - A 2 
4- 0 304 527 587 587; COS * a i 
4> 2 502 587 000 000 s C cos « a i 
4- 2 902 000 588 588s 2C cos 0Cal 
+ 1 572 588 000 000 s CZ+2C cosOcai 
+ 1 901 000 589 589°. yy>2 1 + C 2 4 2C cos 
+ 2 405 571 000 000 s 4B 2 
+ 2 000 589 590 590 s 4 rm2 a2 
+ 1 586 588 591 591s K 2 4- 2C cos C<ai 
4. 2 591 591 592 592: [K 2 4-2C cosOCaJ2 
- 1 590 592 000 000s 4<w2fc2 - [K2-f2C cosOCa-jl 2 
26 
000s v k nm 2B2 - [K2+ 2C cos 0CaJ 2 
593: tan (iax(2) 
/ (-), go to PP 18 
000; 6a-L(2) (i+tn quadrant) 
650; TT + (o a i (2 ) ( l s t quadrant) 
Transfer to PP 19 
PP 18 
650s ^ a ^ 2 ) (2nd quadrant) 
PP 19 
59̂ s C + cos <*ai 
000s Sin oca! 
595: tan. (b &1M 
651: (ia;^1) (2nd quadrant) 
PP 21 
528: (ha1 = ^ a ^
2 ) + (ba^1) 
529: (&! - (3ai 
530: Y*! = h, ' $*l 
(*1 - G>2 
000s <Xai - «.! 
000s L x * <*ai - <*! 
« 2 " ^ l 
- 1 530 000 531 531: Di z Y n ! - Lx 
4-7 300 527 531 Punch 0C&1, f2)&1, /%!- (3a!, Yni, Di 
+ 8 100 010 006 Return to PP 6 10 times 
4- 3 525 905 U02 if02s RC2/10 = hg 
•h 0 300 000 000 
4- 3 000 591 593 
+ 8 700 593 018 
+ 0 305 593 000 
-f 1 0̂3 000 650 
+ 8 000 000 019 
•»• 9 800 018 000 
+ 0 305 593 65O 
4- 9 800 019 000 
-1- 1 502 587 59^ 
•»- 0 303 527 000 
+• 3 000 59^ 595 
+ 0 305 595 651 
+ 9 800 021 000 
+ 1 650 651 528 
- 1 522 528 529 
+ 3 529 526 !530 
- 1 527 520 000 
•+• 3 000 52^ 000 
4 1 900 521 532 
+9 800 007 000 
+ 1 532 1*02 532 
+ 0 30^ 532 596 
+ 2 502 596 000 


























































532s o<2 (also in 521) 
PP 7 
532s 0Ca2 :: < * 2 4 ^ 
596 s cos Qi&2 
000 s G cos 0Ca2 
597s 2C cos 0Ca2 
000s C24 2C cos X a 2 
598s w 2 r 1 + C 2 4 2C cos OCa2 
000; 1*B2 
599s ktff\232 
600s [K2 4 2C cos OC a2] 
601s [K2 4- 2C cos X a2]
 2 
000s W 2 B 2 - [K 2 4 2C cos ©tag] 2 
000 s VW 2 B 2 - [K2 4 2C cos oc ag] 2 
602s tan f i a 2 (
2 ) 
j. (-), go to PP 22 
000s fla2^
2^ (l*th quadrant) 
652s TT4f3a 2(
2 ' ( i s t quadrant) 
Transfer to PP 23 
PP 22 
652s 0a 2^
2^ (2nd quadrant) 
PP 23 
603 s C 4 cos 0Ca2 
000s Sin (Xag 
60l*s tan (Ja 2 ( l ) 
28 
+ 0 305 604 653 653; @a2(
L) (2nd quadrant) 
+ 9 800 025 000 pp 25 
+ 1 652 653 533 533; 6a2 z 0^(2)^(^(1) 
- 1 533 523 534 534; fa&2 " $2 
+ 3 53^ 526 535 535; y n 2 = P>*2 ~ fi>2 
Bf 
- 1 532 521 000 000; cXag - <*2 
+ 3 000 525 000 000; t-2 = <*a2 - <X2 
- 1 535 000 536 536; D 2 = y 
Rc2 
Y\ 2 ~ L 2 
4-7 300 532 536 Punch o(a2> Q>&2, ftag,- 6>2> y h 2> D2 
+• 7 300 900 900 Space Punch 
+ 8 200 010 007 Return to Pi-• 7 10 times 
+ 8 300 000 000 Return to PI? 0 
4- 9 800 009 000 PP 9 
+ 0 000 000 000 Stop 
CONSTANT STORAGE 
+ 3 141 592 750 403; TT 
+ 6 50D 000 050 404; 6.5 
+ 4 000 000 050 405; 4 
+• 2 500 000 050 406; 2.5 
•+ 5 000 000 050 407; 5 
+ 5 000 000 049 499; h = 0.5 
-1- 1 500 000 050 500; A"S' 1.5 
+ 1 500 000 050 501; B = 1.5 
+• 1 000 000 050 502; C . 1 
29 
DATA AND CURVES 
* ' : , ' ' • rt 
LINKAGE 
RATIO 
A = 1.5 
B -
C = l*i JLA 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C I = 'OL2'"GC\ = 2. 32593a 
R C 2
















































- 0 . 171i 


































0,2 0.4 0.6 
















0 0.2 0.4 0.6. 0. 





_j , 0:1 
:z 




- ^ - ~ ^ — - i - ^ i — 
:•! r—"" ,.., 
J -~ £. • '• 1" I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
. .;• INPUT XN-
DEVIATION 
• ( • < - . '••;. , i . • , : -
SYNTHESIS OF" THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =._ UO: .. 
B =/, _t*5'.'..l"_ 
c - -'1*5:- -
32 
LINKAGE 









Rc | = oc 2 -ocp: 
Rc2=2Tr"Rcr 
2 . 591789 
3 . 6 9 1 3 9 6 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 


















- 0 . 0 6 2 7 5 2 
- 0 . 0 3 4 9 5 9 
0 . 0 7 9 7 2 2 


























































/ , / V--
0.2 0.4 0.61 ' 0 . 8 / I'iO 
INPUT X N: 
TRACE \ 






"0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
cii^n: RAJIC^ iici 
1.0 
7 
"": " it ..'*• l] 
:: • ^S • 
1 
Z 











: . - • 
' / 
' 
" '\ ': .' > - ^ s 







/ - ^ » , 























0. 8 1.0 
CILAin: RAIIGE RC2' 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 




; . " . ' , 1 . . 5 - ' - • 
2.0 
2 .0 
L I N K A G E 
RAT I O 
A = i s 
B - 2.5 
C = 2.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R - = O C 2 - OC. = 2.718161 
R C 2
= 2 T T ~ ^ r i = 3,565024 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
= 0 . 8 4 6 8 6 3 
C R A N K 

























0 . 0 9 3 9 5 5 












D E V I A T I O N 
-0.089942 
- 0 - 1 5 7 9 7 8 
- 0 . 1 9 8 0 5 0 
-0 .2022,97 
eO.168308 



























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 , : 1;0 














:>? -0 .1 
" - 0 . 3 







CRJUl'i: RA1TGIS RG1 
/ ^ 
,<* s , 
, , . . • ; 
-J" 
I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 








:0*2\_ 0.4 0.6 0.8 




h ; < • , , « • , * 
•i a"" '* 
. * 
\ ' / sK 
** -y\ 
- 1 ,:•, 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
; <•-/"• INPUT'XN 
DEVIATION 
GUAiIX IIAIJCS - 0 2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND; ROCKER CLASS 
A - .-' ' • ' " T >•/''.' 
B = :':>2:Vr' 
c = • _ — z » j — 
LINKAGE 
RATIO 
A s 1.5 
B - 3 .0 " 
C = 3.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C I = ^ ^ <3Cj= _ 













































































/ , V \ ,' J 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 \ 0 .8- 1.0 
I N P U T S '.'.v-v-. 













" - • ; 
"-••, 
0 O.2; 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
• ~y ' ; >INPUT x ^ 
-DEVIATION 
CHAIIK RAIIG;; RCI 
1.0 ^ " ™ ^ ^ 






0 : \t V 
Q-
1- n v- / / 
; • -. J; - • 
3 0.4 
O " / j 
/ 




/ . < : \s 










0.1 3 1. 
0.5 
"• 0.3 







.... s \ / / .... 
•Ns ^ X -
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
, . ' ; i N P u r x N ' 
DEVIATION 
CRANK RAITGE HG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE. 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .1.5 :.'. 
B = - 3 ; o : 




A = 1.5 
B - 3.5 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
RC T = O C - - OC. = 2.847875 
R C 2 =


































































:"':_̂  2' -A \ ^ / 
Z- Z 
_t~~z_ 
zz _̂ Z 
Z 
_ , Z w:v" • 
z^ . _ 0 0.2 0.4 0.6- /0.8 : U0 
INPUT" X ^ - V 








-0.5; 0 0!2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
" INPUT XN 
,„ DEVIATION 
GRAKK RAilGE RC1 
1.0 
/ 
: 0.8 ,< ft _ ! - •• / 
z 
>" r. A 
r.,. !.-" •' : • 
Zi 




















0.1 3 1.0 
0.5 
: « :[ "" 0.3 
i -i . ; • • : . 
" " 




^ - . I 













cPuAiui RAIIGE: RC'2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A j _ _ J ^ l 





A = 1.5 
B - 4 . 0 " 
C = 4 .0 
CRANK 
RANGE 





























































































l - 0 
:>? -0.1 
-0.3 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6; 0.3, >T)0 
INPUT X ^ V •<-•-•. 
TRACE L u . _ : . , . . 
-0.5 
f : » " • 
— - r - ^ - H i - — 
~±—^-——~ 
' A : • , -• ' " . 
" '0 >•' 0;2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
" .INPUT XN *' 
. OEVIATION 












z . 0 
> - • . - ' - : • . . • 
-0.1 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1„0 




";: T:.i ; i~, 
~»S -— s \ V / r . 
>, X ^ s 
•t 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
•• '"• INPUT X ^ ' 1 
DEVIATION 
CEAI-IX lUUIGE H02 
SYNTHESIS OF JHE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =---lv0-
B _=; "V &J3 




A = 2.0 
B - 1.5 " 
C = 2.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ - s O U - OC| = 2;789330 
R C 2 =
: 2 T T - R C | = 3.493855 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 






























































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 ,. 1,0 
INPUT*XN*": ••
 T'*.~ 









~ ixr-r^ :  
'> - •- 
• , ' • "' r - • - , • - - , / 

























O.i 3 1.0 










0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
CRAITK RAIIGE RC2 
SYNTHESIS OR THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = ' 2«Q 
B =•• 4 . 5 
C =_ 2JX. 
44 
LINKAGE 
ft AT I O 
A = 2 ,0 
B - 2 .0 " 




























































All angles measu red in r a d i a n s . 
U5 
•1.0, 
. 0 . 8 
z 
>" 0.6 






' - . ' • 
r " i > 
'"•* 
/ 












V . J 
• 
0.3 









0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8; 
INPUT X , / -"%' 
TRACE : 
l.O 
CR/tflK RATiGE RCI 
mm 
- j . 
o:2- 0.4 0.6 
INPUT X H / 
DEVIATION 
0.8 l.O 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.JO 









-. ° \ h • •'" -0 .1 
-0 .3 
I , , 












P. 3 1.0 
CEAKK RANGE RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = p r n 
B = 2 ,0 
C = 1.5 
LINKAGE: 
RATIO 
A = 2 .0 ; 
B - 2 . 0 ••!• 
G = 2 .0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R Q J - C X ^ - OC| = 2.546211 
R Q 2 = 2 T T ~
 R G I = 3»7 3^9 7 4 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 



































































. - , ; . • 
^ 
0.2 0.4 0.6: 0.8 1.0 









0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X W 
DEVIATION 




















/ °-3 :.i r 
' • • ' • • , ' 
' • • -




> - • . ' , : * • ; . , • \ • i ' 'v > 


















SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 





A ="." 2.0 
B =: .0, 
C = . 2.0 
48 
LI N K AG E 
RAT I O 
A = 12.0 
B - 2 .0 
C = 2.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R G = OC^— OC.,s 3.001115 
R ^ 2 = 2 T T - R C . . = 3.282070 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r ^ 2 
















































































0.2 .0.4 0.6 0.8 • 1.0 










—. ,..... - ,. 
'* i': • 
_\. '** ., 
/ x '(hjNi ..•• 1 K, 
' y ' • i f j ^ 





0.2 . .0.4- 0.6 0!8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
.DEVIATION 
GRAilK RAJIGS R G l 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 





:<".' - - ,i ., i 
/ • ? 
.j o.i 
i 
r " j , 
z .0 \ " ; < 
-0.1 
-0.3 











9̂  8 1.0 
•-'CRA2-IK RAIIGS RC2 
SYNTHES;I$ OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK !,AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 2,0, 





A ••=• 2 . o 
B - 2„5 ' 
C = 2 .0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R_ - O C ^ - O C r = 2.226362 C I 2 \ — — 
R Q 2 = ^ T T ™ ^ C I =











































































0 0.2 . 0.4 0.6 0.8 
: INPUT XN 
• DEVIATION 
1.0 
CltAITK IUUIGE IKJl 
1.0 
A t 0.5 
' ' ; ' ' : . i l ' ' . ; i 0.3 
_r o.i 
. -i .:o 
• . " > • ' " *'• 
. -0.1 
-0.3 
" 0;8r // 
, -. 












- .,. .-. 






















0. 3 1.0 
GRAIJK RAIIGE PX52 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = :-,-2»0. 
B •= :" 2 .5 




A = 2 . 0 
B - 2 . 5 ~ 
C = 2 . 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C 1 = G C 2 - O C | = 
Rc2= 2 T T"Rcr 
2J 699449 
3 . 5 8 3 7 3 6 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 







































- 0 . 0 8 5 5 0 9 
- 0 . 1 4 2 0 5 0 
•-Q.. .16799 3 
- 0 . 1 6 2 2 3 3 
- 0 . 1 2 7 6 4 6 





All angles measured in radians. 
53 









































/ . - • 




0 0.2 0.4 0/6 0.8 
' • INPUTS XN 
TRACE 











\ J<> y 
1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRA2IK RA1IGE EC2' 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK ..AND ROCKER CLASS 







A = 2.0 
B - 2.5 ~ 
C = 3.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ I ^ C X ^ - G C j S 



































































V— f\ A / z 












































' A 7 
A /y 
,, - r" // 
• • 1 : • 
// 
• 
/ / / 
/ , 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
• I N P i j f X N 
TRACE 
jr.AHK RAl'G-]?, RC1 
0.5 


















GRAITK JIAIKF. HC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK-AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = -2.0 
B = 2.5 ' 
C = 3.0 
L I N K A G E 
R A T I O 
A = 2 .0 
B - 3,0 ~ 
C = , 2 . 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ . = O C p - OC. - 2 . 3 5 4 2 4 6 




= 0 . 8 2 346*0 
C R A N K 
R A N G E 
CI 














D E V I A T I O N 
- 0 . 0 7 5 5 2 2 
^ 0 . 0 9 3 7 5 7 
~0 .048628 . 
0 . 0 4 5 1 6 1 
0. 144247 
0 . 2 0 2 3 8 3 




T N 2 
0 . 0 1 7 5 6 3 
0 . 0 6 4 5 0 8 
0 . 137806 






















































a '•- . >-. v(; ^ 
• t - w • «. i-
- * J - . ^ 





Z X"* \r 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
,"' INPUT XN 
TRACE 
CHA2TK RAITG3 RCl 
0.5 
0.3 
















0 0.2 0.4 .0,6, 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRANK RANGE :RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF TIHE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = 2.0 
B = 3.0 




A = 2 o0 
B - 3, Q ~ 
C = 3.0 
C R A N K 
R A N G E • •;• 
R w . = O C w - QCj = 2^785442 











































0 . 9 5 5 7 2 1 
1 .000000 
DEVIATION 
- 0 . 0 8 5 7 2 3 
- 0 . 1 4 2 6 2 1 
•^0. 168647 
^ 0 . 1 6 2 1 7 5 
0 . 1 2 5 7 2 8 
0 . 0 6 8 3 3 7 
- 0 . 0 0 5 1 0 0 
6.044289 
0 . 0 5 5 7 2 1 
o.oooooo 











* . . • ; 
i / / 
—,4 s , < ^ 
/ / 






















GRAHK RAIIGE RC1 
' -7 
• • - * Is i<i /y\ 
.'" !* / 
- • u — 







/ V / 
/ r 
Ix .. .. 
>\ 
'• 4. 
„ : > . 
0 0.2 0.4 0:6 0.8 1.0 













-, < • • 
- • • 
,_ 
-".'• 
\ .. *• 
-~J • " i 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ,0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAIIK RANGS RC2; 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
• CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 
B • = • 
C = 
-2.0 
' •3 ,0 : ' . , : 
3.0 
B 
RC2 / . 
^̂ T î / 
//^Q=C 
if Y/O^n > fwv ihjjpm 1 i J/JSJ//J 
c -\ 
RGI 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 2.0 R^ , = O C ^ - OC. = 3. 171226 
R ^ | = 3.111959 
- -~ c 
- R p ^ - f l g 
B - 3.0 .... :V *• 
C = 3.5 . K r ^ ^ Z T T - = 0.679901 -* 
CRANK :£ANK 
RANGE R 1 RANGE RC 2 


















































/ . • 
/ 






















JRAIIK RAITGL-] I'LCl 
1.0 
• / ^ 0.5 
•e'*-i-~~t ; 0.3 









"" '. J- - . V .--' Q. 
y- n J -
-- -,> <-. " 
Z) P«4: 
o 
>-•*" / .» 
•" V -""" 
0.2 
' • ' 
0 
* 
'. • • ' ^ 























0. B 1.0 
" CRAIHC IlAl-IGiS RC2 
SYNTHESIS,OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND/ROCKER CLASS 
A ='.- £mQ 
C = "-3.5 
62 
LINKAGE 
AT I 0 
A = 2.10 
B - 315 ~ 





Rri = <X.0-GC.= 2.432053 Rr = /?,-i£ 
R e 2 "


















-0 - f 07509 8 
-0.093788 
.. -0.052708 






















- 0 1 A 7 4 1 0 









































" l ^-;-, 
.... 




ciiAiJi: n&:G$?. a c i 
1.0 / 
0.8 ̂  - ' - i * ^ / 
z " " • 
r\ - — j » i-— 




Q. • • ' / " 
f - r\ A „ , , 
j * 




0.2 / • .•' / , 
n 
/ -, 
" 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
. >> -INPUT XN 
T RA CE 
I z 




~ y- v* ̂  / ' 




-0.5 0.2 0'4 ,0.6 .0 .8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
CTlAj.'iK .;IA2:G.:;] ilC*--
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND. ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = - 2 . 0 
B = '•-3 . . & • " - • ' 




A;= 2 .0 
B S - . 3.5 " 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
RGl = JOG2^ocrs 




















































„ n nAAinA 


























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
























CRAITK PJUTG2 riGl 
z - , ... 
„ 










' • > * 







Q.l : - • -
0 X 
- • 
-0.1 ""- - - -
-0.3 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
' INPUT XN 
TRACE 
-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 . 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
-CrJUIK RAIIG3 BG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND.ROCKER CLASS 
A = 2.0 
B = 3.5 
C = 3.5 
LINKAGE 
RATIO 
A s 2.0 
B^- 'j.b ~ 




R Q 2 = 2TT- R^ ( = 3.065957 




























































































-""' ^ \ . 
/ v \ . 
• ' • - • . . . . TH 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
cium: RAITGS vz\ 
1.0 














: . • : . . 7„ •' % 



















5 ^ — - — — •[. — — — , ?*' ... . — — 
v - : . - _ _ • ' _ ^ _ 
" ! V-^ . " " " ^ ™""""" ^ . ^ ~ " ^ • ' • — " ' 
\ 
0 0.2 0.4 . 0 . 6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT-XN 
DEVIATION -
*" ••* CRAin: ILAITG^ E C 2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 









A;•= 2 . 0 
B - 4.6 ~ 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R_ = QCp...— OC. = 2.485176 
R C 2
= s 2 T T ~ ^ r | = 3.798009 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 































































-- "*' "** / / 
% • / ' 































j > / 
r ^ // ,. 
.'1 
0 ,P' • * / 
i 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
••>• X |NFOTX N 
TRACE 







- 0 J 
-0.3 
-0.5 






— i - ^ 
X s % - • ... ^ 
- X. -^* 
-*-. 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
' CRAIIX RAKGi; RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF:.TlilE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .2.0 




A = . ;2.o 
C = 4.0 
C R A N K •!'••• 
R A N G E 
Rw. =tQC^ - OCj - 2r882524 

































































, , ? :~,.i' „ . ' . , •»-•• , / 
i 
' • - . _ 
/ 
; 
/ / ' 
/ 
















y \ , 
\ 
k \ — y 
\ 
' • • ' . . 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
^ . D E V I A T I O N 
CRA1TK RANG!} RC1 
1.0 ^ 
, • 
; •• 0.8 
- z / / 
* ; - J. , • • // -
C 0.6, 
ZD 






' • ' • • / ^ """"'" 
0.2 / / / 
0 
e 
/ ' , „ t 











0.1 3 1.0 
I 
z 








^ % ; k.r- ":• f 
i; • 
*"N 
\ s£ \ 
, x 
• . <• ' i% 
0 Q.2 0.4- 0.6 ,0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CFJU-JK RA!7G£ HC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS " 
C \ 
A = \2ffl  
B = 4.0 
c "= 4.o 
72 
LljNKAGEi 
RATIO I ! 
A - I3o0 ;..4 
B - ' J ^ U F ; 
C = 4.5. -
4 CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ ^ O C p - O C i - 3k^51479 
R G 2 ^ 2 T T - R C | = 3,031706 
ROLLOVER 
FLANGE 







































































7 • J \ 
// 
"*-""' •/'. . . . . . 
f 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 < 0.8 T.0 

















- 0 . 5 




CIU1IIC 11AITGE HOI 
-7 ' ,_  n • ; - ' s 
/ 7 - '",. i '/ 
••> * 
>• • / 
'"• ,> 
* • * > 
i - . - -
7 







, i ."...,o 
- > • 
-0.1 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 





,; b •  1 ' ' ' : 






S s ^_. 
1 




CRAUK RAITGE RC2 
8> ,' 
SYNTHESIS/OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = y2 .0 -
B = r £.0 
C = 4-5 
LINKAGE 
..̂ û Ld......... 
A .=!•-• 12^5- -- • 
B - 1 :,i.is  




*CI =?-OGw-OC| = _2i 936158 
R ^ = 2 T T - R Q | = 31.3470-27 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
. = 1. 508710 
OR A N K ...... . ,.... .. 
RANGE Rci 
YNI DEVIATION 









1 - Q Q O O Q Q 
- 0 , 0 0 5 7 8 3 
:QoQj88P07: 
0 , 1 6 8 2 0 6 
0 .211707 
0 . 2 1 9 7 4 1 
0 ,198887 










0 , 4 1 8 5 7 3 
0 .565290 
0 . 7 1 1 5 6 6 
0 . 8 4 6 6 8 8 
0 . 9 1 3 5 6 1 
i-oooooo 
DEVIATION 
- 0 . 0 8 2 9 6 8 
- 0 . 1 2 9 1 0 5 
- 0 . 1 3 8 8 1 4 
-O. 119433 
- 0 . 0 8 1 4 2 7 
- 0 . 0 3 4 7 1 0 
0 . 0 1 1 5 6 6 
0 . 0 4 6 6 8 8 
0 . 0 5 3 5 6 1 
o.oooooo 












k- n A 
"%, 
/ 


















6. 8 •t.Q 
0.5 
0.3 





• " - > -
\ 
V. _ - • • ' ' 
; 
1 * 
0 o :2 . 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
: W P U T xN 
, .DEVIATION 













" • * - . . J -
/ 
/ , / / 
/ ' , .. 
0.2 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 





:; \ [:" . 
.• 
_T :?0;1 
1 "1 ~ *- .rx. 
>?^ 0 V > ' 
V * 
-0.1 .N —~ 
-0.3 












0. B 1.0 
f,--i CRA2JIC RA1IGB J^C2 
SYNTHESISOF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANIO AND ROCKER CLASS 













RANGE ;-.; \ 
Rgr«v-qc«-f;5OC| .=• 2i.4&0554 




^ 1 . 3 6 2 0 7 8 '-
CRANK 








































-.Q.,0 83.48 5 
































I ' ' ' • - - " 
^ 
/ _/ 
0.2 0.4 0.6 ; 0.8 j , i \ 0 
INPUTX^j 
















~i"-i- ft: .Vw 
. i . , ^ 
0 0i2 7 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
; ':-"lV-'r<rNPUf"x *̂"'̂  
* r f DEVIATION 
GR/HIK RANGE RC1 
1.0 
7. 7 0.5 
~l-&i 'l * :S" 4 77 , • • • : . - . " - . - » o . 3 
•, , i'i 
ID 
.c\ ft /. 7/ ., • "•• "• ... * A ' - * i 
. 1 ! 1 • .ifJ-_ • 
/ 
j / / i
 ; \ r- 2:,., - 0 
3-0.4 
o 
1* -IS'.- / / 
r ? - -0.1 
0.2 / 
' 
. / / -0.3 
0 
. . Lv.... 
7. - " ^ A jt 










0.1 3 1. o - ° - 5 
:;: ' J* y-
> i ' V 
•t j. 
:J , s 
^ r « * 
^ 
\ i '8 _ . s i :.: ' 
v - - _— - ^ 
•V _ f l? 
" • • 
0 0.2 0.4... .0.6 r?0.8 1.0 
) "' INPUT X^ ' 
DEVIATION 
CEALIK EAHG3 RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 




B = r" 2 ,0 
c = •.^-;o-
78 






J2 15 ! : 
f. : 
! - „ , , ; . . . 
•! ! f 
: - : " • • • • - -
:̂!.-.-l I ! CRANK ! 
- | , 4 . . .| •' R A . N G E - 1 
J L I . = OG0 -* OG. = 218^8542 
CI ! • 2 I —r' " ' 
..xj,-.-
I U U ^ 2 T T - ^ R ^ = 3l.4Iii..4.3. j 
JfOLLLQWER 
k •••RANfeE .... 
; :,. =? 1... 128653, 










































































































0 0:2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
' INPUT XN 
v ; DEVIATION 
CRATJK. R,1iICr"-: ttCi 
i: " i 
. / f" ' 
« 
; 1 ,"< ., £ / : / 
* • • 
• t - // 
"" / 
: +\ ' - \: / / 
-., / / 







_iL / * 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 





• _ ; • « 
> ! 54 * 




1 j . ' • - : > **- > - , - • • 
2: -0 NN-
• - . 
-0.1 " - • ..— 
-0.3 












0. 8 1.0 
• AT?"-" r,'Ar-f;' rv-«'o" 
SYNTHESIS OR-THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK ;AND ROCKER CLASS -
C \ 
A = 0 ," > 
B = ^ "1 • - • -




A - ^ j-2->5 , 
B-L 2.0 
C - 3.0 
CRANK L 
• RANGE J t ^ 
R ^ s C X p - ^ O C . s 3H14294 















































^ 0 . 0 8 2 7 4 5 
- 0 . 1 2 7 3 1 6 
- 0 . 1 3 2 5 7 7 




0 . 0 7 1 7 4 5 
0 .064222 
0 .000000 


















/ Z / 
/ ' V, 
/'/ if 


















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 M.Q 
INPUT ^ X ^ V ' < 









, \ \ . ..J-"'-
' ,x 7 
f~* ' 5 r v ' * • / y 
L, . 
! • - . . . • 
j.V J :; /' 
! H . . r .'••• ° d -
j > f / ' 
;•....-. , .-• • ^ * " • '"I jy -., \-t 
; ; » . ., ' V 
; 
i>. i.' !•-,.! ; s\ 






z* k ' ... ., h 4 X * , 
0.2 
0 . - . , . - . 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
,-.*,$ 3?: iNpdrxN 
CRANK RAlIGi RCl 
0.5 
0.3 




0 ^ 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
I 'NW'X N 
DEVIATION 
" • , 
«. », 
, n. • / * * - •A 
, "• .+-
* • 
"s* . . . , -r 





0 0.2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
i : A /INPUT x^* ' 
TRACE DEVIATION 
f ".W T'.;> '' 
CRAUK RAIIGZTRC2 
SYNTHESIS OF.THE 4-BAR LINKAGE: 
CRANK AND'ROCKER CLASS . 
A'= 2,5 .;. 
B = l&q'L, 




A s 2.5 
B. r̂-.-«.2>.. 5---...;. 
G = _ u ; . 5 , . 
<•:•• C R A N K 
RANGE L I 
R>^, = OC^— O C . = 1.- 8 38 317 
CI ^ 2 I ' ; 
B ^ < V = 2 T T - R £ | = 4.M4868 
ITOLlLOWER 
RANfeE 
R F = ^ , - ^ ; 
. J= , 1.508710^ ::: 








































- 0 . 0 7 7 2 5 3 
- 0 . 1 2 2 1 T 0 
-0.;1432(Ti 
- 0 . 1 4 3 3 4 6 




0 . 0 3 3 1 3 1 
Q.000000 



















;/ / ' • -
/ y 















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.81 
INPUT X ^ ' V 









/ ^ \ \ 
/ 
\ 
\vj > ' 
' 
v % ; '*: 
.1 .v*-"" 'l.,; , - ' * • * . . ( 
JL-L 
: *\~ ' ' \ s. , 
CEAilK -RAJ:;G!i; RC1 
/ • 
- ' J " 4 ;. J f . ' i / 
is 4 
>'"?. / j '.., 
1 ' •; > / ::. 
j :? / , 
"!rj"-; 
/ ; 
r V..- 1 




j . „i 
,„>*>*•_;; 
0 0.2 0.4 \ 0;6 0.8 










012; 0.4 10.6 0.8 





t * i 
v » 
-l "" %lf - ^ ^ 
• • • • N-: 
- ^ " ^ 
"-- "~*' 
-4 rf* _"'; • 
0 0,2 0,4 0.6 ?v0.8 1.0 
INPUT X ^ ' 
DEVIATION 
CRAIIK :UiICS! ? £ 2 
SYNTHESIS 0!F THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS , . 
A = • .-2..S: ;:: 
B =r ̂ •iSrlT, 
c ='•' 
:;ii;5C: 
U NIK AGE 
R^tlO'-i-
A-4- i-^-5; -
B-4- U,-5-i • 
C = ? .;2.J.Q-i.M -
\ r "i CRANK 
RANGE 
R g y ^ ^ O C ^ 2,3jt5990 
J^>>f :2Tr4Rc|= 3,9371-9^ 
FOLLOWER 
I RANGE 
R F T ^ | - ^ 
^ 1. 128653 


















- 0 . 0 7 2 1 0 1 
- 0 . 0 7 5 4 1 3 
. rO. 005-207 
y : 0 : 1 0 2 4 * 9 
Q.188B6 

































































>• - 0 . 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
I N P U T S 








012 s 0.4 0.6 0.8 
; INPUt XN 
• DEVIATION 
1.0 




, f • 
/ ' 
• / 





• ; > -










''; ,' . . ' : • ! • K 
r - , , • 
, 
<• 1. 
-»*' *" r>S 
Ns <d <-: s W 
j * . ... ;-:: 
V- " - — - ^ 
-
0.2 0.4 . 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
6 CRANK RAi:GS I1C2 
SYNTHESi'S'iOE -THE 4-BAR LINKAGE' 
CRANK: AND ROCKER CLASS -
A = 2 . 5 
C \ 
V 
B =: ;:2 rg:. 
• J . 




A = 2.5 
B - ; 2 . 5 . " 
C = 2 . 5 
CRANK j . 
RANGE j 
R_, = OC^-GC, = 2^670888 
CI ^2 I — -













































- 0 . 0 8 3 1 8 3 
-6.134192 
-0 .154l"52 
- 0 . 1 4 4 8 4 0 






















































X _  




• . • • 




/ V / 
/ 
^ . 
0 . 0.2 0.4" 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
CRAJIK RAITGS RC1 
0.5 
A - o.3 
r ' " : - j , : 0:1 










0 0,2 0,4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAIIK RAi'GS :RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =':-&5-





A s 2.5 
B - 2.5 ~ 
C = 3-oV 
I CRANK 
! RANGE! 
P Q , = a 2 - OC. = 2.935021 






















































A l l a n g l e s measured in rad ians 
S9. 
1.0 '7 













0.2 , / 
/^ / ? 











0. 8 1.0 
0.5 
0.3 
_J 0 .1 
1 0 
z , 
>• - Q . I 
- 0 .3 
-0.5 
A N 




























0 0 . 2 / 0 . 4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
















v •s.- • '•' ^ v ' ~ ' 
[•• : 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS / 
C \ 
_ o ^ 
B =-:-:2.5 




A = 2.5 
B - 2. 5 
C = 3.5 , 
CRANK i 
RANGE; 
R^ . = O C p - OC. = 31.205061 
































































































' i j 
V 













0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
CRAITK RANGE RGl 
0.5 
0.3 






S *~~-• ^ N 
Ss S ^ 
.^ -— "^ 
L_ 





SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 2.5 
B = 2^. 
C =" ?.?• 
92 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 2-5 R^, = o c 0 - a c l = 2. 121129 ••;••• Rf = ffi-Q^ 
B - 3.0 ^ ' *• • • 
C = 2.0 R r o = 2 T T - R r = 4 . 162056 = 1.047762 
CRANK CRANK 
RANGE RC | RANGE f<Q2 





- & . & 7 W 6 - 0 . 120072 
0.162273 - 0 . 137727 
0.409435 0.009435 




0.991787 i 0.091787 
1.000000 0.000000 



































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X ĵ 










\ *—r ^ - C S 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 








., - .x / • 
/ / 
/ A 
/ / / 
/ , s 








0 0.2 0.4 0.6, 0.8 1,0 




.,'•! : f, .-
, ,,, 
• J— ^ 




0 0.2 0.4 ; 0.6 -0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CEAIH: RAIIOO; ;RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE' 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = , 2 * 5 
B = ^ 0 _ 
C = 2 . 0 
r 
94 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE s RANGE 
A = 2.5 





B . - „ 3.0 
C = 2.5 = 0 . 8 4 7 1 2 4 
CRANK CRANK 
RANGE Rc. RANGE R t 2 
YM1 DEVIATION N 1 YN2 









































All angles measu red in r ad i ans . 
95 
1.0 ,--"'' '"/ 
0.8 







J— f\ A 






































" ^ 8 






i \ J 
6 / CL . - -






































s . ••• s y-. 
— — • ^ 
". 





SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
-r f> 
B = ,,3*0; 
96 
LINKAGE 
RAT I O 
A = 2-5 
B - ,,,^,0 " 
C = 3.0 
CRANK I 
I RANGE! i 
R C l = ? c p 2 - . a : | = i 1 7 ^ 4 6 














































































"•' 0 ? 8 
z 













1 , 0 
^ - O . l 
-0.3 
-0.5 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 















y' . , 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 













\ c ..•• 




SYNTHESIS 01- THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = ; :--Zi.t> - • •"•< 
B = 3.0 
C = 3.0 
98 
LINKAGE 
R ATI 10 
A = 2-5 
B - : | ,0 . " 
G = 3.5 
CRANK i 
RANGE ! 
Rc, = « 2 - - « | =
 3^Qb7935 
R C2 = 2 T T - R cr 3.275250 
FOLLOWER 
RAN<3E 










































-0 . 149900 
















































/ ' X 
v 
1, 
0.2 ,0.4 0.6 0.8 
' I N P U T XN  
,D£V]AXI6N 
1.0 








/ V / 
' i • ^ 
I 
•r Z 










! . . . • = > 
1 
—-
\ . s"- i 
L ; .... ' . 
0.2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
CRAIiX RAIIGE "RC2T 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS! -
C \ 
V 
A =" 2.5 ! 
B =' 3 .0 •'.-:"• 




A = 2.>5 
B-V&..IQ.,: . ; 
C = 4.0 
CRANK j 
RANGE 
R^l = °C-2~ ° C | ~ 3.263700 
^ Q 2 = 2 T T " \ l= 3 ° 0 1 9 4 8 5 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 


































































•J i ; 
, / s' 
7 / / 










T 0 . 3 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 







CRANK RAI'TGS RC1 
1.0 ./ ? 
?€:QW 
;:,/ 




| - .; / 

































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
\ INPUT X N -
DEVIATION 
1.0 
" - ; .• i 2-'.J i"? i 
,," 
^ 
r r r - N 
V \ -̂ '" 
/ - ' 
"s" : • — • -




CRAITI; EAITGE i?jc2 
SYNTHESISOF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 2.5 
B = 3.0 




A = 2.5 
B - 3.5 ~ 
C = 2.5 
CRANK I 
• RANGE I 
*C\4<X'2~CC\= 2 " j 2 5 2 7 8 7 
R Q P = ^ t r ~ ^Cl= 4 ' 0 3 0 3 9 8 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 































































_ ^ - _ _ 
• £ ^ _ _ — aB^_ — ^—— — _^-_ _u_> I l 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 













• . . 
1.0 









0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT XN " 
DEVIATION 
1.0 































0. 3 1.0 
•*-:'CRAI'TK RANCSitt^ 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 




A = Z.5 
B = 3 3 




A =••• 2 . 5 
B-3TT~ 
C = 3.0 
CRANK I 
RANGE I 
R C | = O C 2 - OC. = 2.587341 








































































h-— > / / s- •^ _ ^ / \ 
\ 
Q. 
J— n j 
V ^ s 
3 0.4 
o 















, o. a;. 1.0 -0 .5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 













CRAI-IK EAIIGE RC1 
'[• 










^y s ,. v 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 










»>?• \ • » - , > 











0. B 1.0 
CTLAITK RAIIGH; n c 2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 






A =.-.|2. 5. • 
B - 13.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R Q I = O C p - GC. = 2.833954 
R Q 2 = 2 7 r ~ ^Q|= 3.449231 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 


















- 0 . 0 6 8 2 2 4 




0 . 180313 
0 . 1 8 3 2 6 3 
0. 150743 
0, •088191 







0 . 5 5 3 2 9 8 
0 . 7 1 1 8 5 3 
0 . 8 5 4 7 0 1 
0-Q59325 
l . Q O Q O O O 
DEVIATION 
- 0 . 0 8 3 4 1 5 
. 0 : 1 3 4 3 9 4 
- 0 . 1532*10 
- 0 . 1 4 1 0 4 1 
- 0 . 102416 
- 0 . 0 4 6 7 0 2 
0 . 0 1 1 8 5 3 
0 . 0 5 4 7 0 1 
0.05Q325 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 










































0 0.2 0.4 Q.6 0.8 1.0 
'-•INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAM RANGE RC1 




- 0 . 6 
ZD 
; - !" 
A 
7 ;... ! 
a. • / / "• • • i 
5 0«4 
O / 
. . . . .j 
0.2 / 
/ 
/ ., / . 
0 / V 
-' 










O.J 3 1.0 
0.5 
0.3 ^ , 
i,, \ 
i • ' 
>.< ' 
_j 0.1 
l ^ ^ 
z 0 \ 





-0.3 - • 
\ 














0. 3 1.0 
/CRAHK RAJTGS.RC21 
SYNTHESIS OB THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
cv'-'A 
V 
A * 2,5 
B B = -frf 
C = 3*5 
108 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A .= 2 . 5 
F * C 2 = : 2 T T ~ R C f 3-
, 0 5 6 9 4 6 
. 226239 = 0 .582300 
B - 3 . 5 
C = . 4n0 
CRANK CRANK 
RANGE *ci RANGE R C 2 
Ykl l DEVIATION N 1 YN2 
DEVIATION 




0 . 637440 
0 .773112 
- 0 , 0 6 4 7 6 6 
- 0 , 0 6 0 5 2 7 
- 0 . 0 0 4 0 9 2 ; 
0 . 072430 
0 . 137440 
0 ,173112 
0 . 0 1 5 8 4 1 
0 .065106 
0. 149830 
0 . 2 6 8 6 4 1 
0 .414366 
0 .574186 
- 0 . 0 8 4 1 5 9 
- 0 . 1 3 4 8 9 4 
- 0 . 1 5 0 1 7 0 
- 0 . 1 3 1 3 9 9 
- 0 . 0 8 5 6 3 4 







































> V": 0.8. 










>̂  -o.i 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ,0 .8 1.0 




. ^ ">s. ' 
I + \ 
1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 . 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
CEA1TK RANGE Pu'Jl 
A 7 
'' ,.  
;• • 
/ 
• / / 





0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 













; ."V s • ' 
' ^ s* -




CRA1IK RAI3G3••'RG2 ' ""' "; 
SYNTHESIS OIF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = z^-p ..•• 
B • = ;. .^s-.v'-













R C 2 ~










































0 . 9 7 0 4 8 1 
1-000000 
DEVIATION 
- 0 . 0 8 3 3 4 3 
- 0 . 1 2 8 5 5 9 
- 0 . 132028 
- 0 . 0 9 9 2 4 5 






All angles measu red in radians , 




• " • • ' " 















- • • * 
" " • 
^ / 



































*' '" r-' 
rV ,-
/ 








K ;••;?'csRAi-n: R A I I G E T ? C 2 ; 





.. H '•_ 
' • ; 
-j ;0:1 
1 
; ^ ^~: 
.z..'. 0 
> i - ->• ::• / 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = 2,5 . 
B = ;?i'?."."^; 




A = 2 . 5 
B -
C = 




R ~ j = QGiw- GC. =: 2 .332930 
















































- 0 . 1 3 6 3 T 3 
; - 0 . 1 2 8 9 7 5 
-0.100427 





All angles measured in r a d i a n s . 
113 
KO ~ 
/ ' • / 
0.8 

























0. 8 i.o 
0.5 
0.3 
• J - 0.1 
if 0 
>2 ' lQ.l 






'.':" .,..,„ -^ 
I /'•>, 
0 0.2 6.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
: ^;;INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 








>" ft A 
/7 
3 i 
'%. / / 1-, :tr
:,, 
Q-
H . ' A '•-,!•' 







/ y ' 
/ . ' 






















-A: 1 . '; 
v . ,1 
f r. • • -
*' 
^ " ^ 
\ 
• * " • 
_ ^ -
IN. —- " ^ '" 
v . .'.' .*. \\ " 




CPJiilK RANGlf TLC^ s 
SYNTHESIS OF, THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
\ 
c\ 






g - 4Q 
C = . .3 .5 
CRANK! 
H RANGE! 
R ^ . s O C g - Q C . = 2 J 64 39J40 
R C 2 = ? T T " R ^ , = fc|— 3 oi 6 39245 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ | - ^ 




































































. • < " < : • • 
/ •" / 
.'; • / 
' 7 
/ 




/ ' / 
( V 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1,0 
INPUT X N 




















.;., : -:t:._j , 0 : 1 : 
,,-t:\.o 
• f -0 .1 
-0 .3 
:- 0;8; 
~. / , ' ! i 
J .. I-- /"" 
t o.«, 
3 
t " : . 
/ > 
i ..:, :..., ? y 
CL 
H A '•••;-' / • ' - • 
;-, \ 
5 - 0 . 4 
o (' 
* ' - ' • • 
0.2 
./' / / 
> s 
0 , • • • * " ' 























0. 8 1.0 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE^ 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .2.5,-" 
B =. .CteT'l. 







I2 .J5: •;. 
4 JO 
k . i o •••• 
1 




R C j = C X p - OCj = 2.817392 
RQ2 s ^ n ~ ^c r 3°4Q5793 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r ^ 




































































/ , / 














0̂ 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 










• - 1 , 
/ ^ 
:. "i ' / / 







0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
0.5 
; 0.3 
j - OfV 
0 
- 0 J 
-0.3 
-0.5 







0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
: ; INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GRA23K l'M£& 'IIC'2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 











A = 2 5 
B - ,4,0 ' 
C = 4 .5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ s O C ^ - O C . - 3,092620 
































































n 0.8 i.,-,X • " ' / 





U A , 
t. / V 


























.0 . 8 1.0 
0.5 
0.3 









< . __. s 
r ' , 
. ^ 
> ' ''. 




GR^:K RAjiCs Hci 
1.0 
/ 
=;'-;0;8- i ? 
* 
/ / 




l" y ^ 
Q. 







/ y / 
0 y 
/ 






















. 1; it ;•> i 
: '.' 
^̂ ŝ 
\ ; y <'• 
•V, "h 
0 0.2 0,4. 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAIIK RAIIG2 RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 








A = 2.5 
B - ,4,:0. • 
C = 5.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | = O C p - OC. = 3. 337195 
R ~ 2 = 2 T T - R ^ . = 2,94599.0 
FOLIL0WER 
RANGE 


















^ 0 . 0 6 2 2 3 0 






















































V .. / 







• ^ , ? 










0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT % 





> ? - 0 . 1 
-0.3 
' -0.5 
> X <^ 
• ( • • ' 
CRAITK RANGE RG1 
J *7 
'/ 
j , '/ 
, f/ 
Vi-V 





0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 





' ' • i S * 
, ' • !. • 
0.1 • ' • ' : rV-^ j " " * " " <x 
0 
• -X i ' 
y ' " 
-0.1 ,„__ —-
-0.3 
• 1 . 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
- INPUT XN 
TRACE 
-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 t 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRANK RAIIGE HG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 










A - 3 . 0 -• 
B - " 1.5 
C = 3 . 0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ l = OC^- OC| = 3.005265 





















































All angles measured in radians 
123 
1.0 ..--: z^p 
0.8 
' :' / 













































"V j . . " ' . 
0 6:2., 0.4 ,0.6 0.8 1.0 
" I N P U T xN 
DEVIATION 




/ ; 0i8 







— • • • 
Q. 
1 - k XA' 
-
, / • 
/ .. 
• ; • 
3 0.4 





./ ' -< 
























* - : : \ 
V W - .̂  
' 
y_ 
0 0.2 0,4, 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
*v CIIAJTK RAKGE'TJ32 ? 
SYNTHESIS. OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .-3V0 
B= 1-5 




A - s •••• 3 / , { ) - : • 
B - 2.0 ~~ 
C = 2.5 
CRANK{ 
RA^JGE 
fj*£ = OCg-.-OC. = 2.667370 
R C 2 = 2 T T - R C = 3.615815 
FQLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ - ^ 
= 1.287736 















































































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8... 1.0 













' • • " -
_ , j ' 
';., 
, 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
, DEVIATION 
CRANK RANGE RC1 
/ 
!-. • -
.-, . / 
A 
It 





/ / s 
/ . 
' 




0 0.2 ;0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ,0.8 1,0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRANK RAJIG3 RC2 
SYNTHESIS OFITHE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
' CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = - : 3.0. 
B = 2 .0 




A = 3.0 
B - 2 .0 ". 
C = 3„0  
CRANK 
RANGE | 
R>*. = q c 2 - a c . = 2.924219 





















































All angles measured in rad ians 
127 
1.0 ^ 
n 0.8 Q *£«-- / ^ c / / 
z 
>• 0.6 
/ <• / 
/ r ^ 







- • ' " ' • 
/ ;>-'.. \ 
t 
/I-*' •*' j ' 
• * • . 










0. 8 ; %0 
0.5 
0.3 







V. _. -'̂  -' 
«..-, / ' 
" "v. i ' ' ••. 
• - . > • • 
' " • \ 
'"» 
0^2: 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
^ I N P U T ^ 
DEVIATION 















t :,, • , * 1' ' 
/ 
1*" .* ' 
' " * • ' < 
•* 
H : • , ' . . i ' " * // '' ",: 
' . 1 •> ' 
/ 
/ / • - • 
•"•'•'• 
/ / 
/ / / 
. > • • • • ' 
0 0.2' 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 












4 : :'u- i Lrt 1 
, - , l - W .,- >. ,-p.„ 
ft 
% * • t • ! ' 
:':'' •*!• 
" 1 
> - ^ 
s, S.~- : f ^ , V —— —- . . - • • • 
^ _ '"'' 
0 0.2 0,4; 0.6 0.8 1.0 
J - J INPUT'xj^ > ; 
DEVIATION 
CILAI::: :IAI1G7I'?LS O, s : ' t <L 
SYNTHESIS ORJTHE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASSi 
A =:,••: 3i&. 
B = nM 






• ! 3 . pi --
2. 0,.: •• 
- 1 , ..5..:..:.. 
0 CRANK 
- r — j - RANGE h /•-[--
f c n t t 2 ^ t t i = ^ ^ 
#C2 f 2 T T "~ ^ C l = 3« 123446 
FOLliO^VER 
RANGE 
R F ^ ~ % 3 























































































•, 018 -.f'• / 
., . fl /" / 
£ 0 . 6 
3 
/ 
1 ! ' l i i'i /'/ , ... •:,:'• i 
Q. 
i- n A i . ' • ) 3 0A, 
o 



























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT % 
DEVIATION 
,' CRANK RAl!G:X R02 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = 3.0 
B = 2 # 0 
C = 3 . 5 
LINKAGE 
RATIO 
A = -3.0. 
B - 2.S ' 
C = 2.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
Rw = i O C p - OC. = 2, 328080 
^ " ^ " ^ C f 3.955105 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 



































































f 4 ' ^ / '. 










/ "X / \ 
< s v 
. . -
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT Xjsj 
TRACE 
0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 




>- r\ A 
'• ' /• 
»- ° ' 6 
Z3 
i- / '( * "\: 
















* • • 
-0.1 , u-
-0.3 




tlAIJK RAKGE W& 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
GRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .3 .0 
B = 2 V 5 




A = 3 . 0 
B - -.2.5 
C - 2 . 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ . = C3Cp- OC. ss 2. 625814 
RQ2 = 2*n— R Q |= 3. 657371 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 







































- 0 .Q81985 
- 0 . 1 3 0 4 4 2 
-Q .148193 
- 0 . 1384 Ij4 
- 0 . 1 0 6 0 4 0 
-QnQ?9399 
- 0 . 0 0 5 6 2 2 
0 . 0 3 8 1 6 1 
0.051573 
0.000000 
All angles measu red in r a d i a n s . 
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1.0 
--""' / ' 








































" ^ ^ 
/ ^ 
* 
0 .0.2' 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









•^r — —— — 














INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
i • 
! ; L- i 
\ 
0> 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
- , . ; • 'CIIAITK RA2:GB IIG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.0 
B = . ' - 2 > 5 . 




A = 3. 0 
B - 2.5 ~ 
C = 3. 0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c S O U - OC. = 2.842333 












































- 0 . 130454 



























































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 














• > - • • 
J - >s, 
\ 
l* 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 "0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
cum: R/U'ics m% 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.0 
B = ?-.5. 




A = 3.0 
B - 2,5 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R p | = 0 0 2 - 0 : , = 3^15345 






















- 0 . 0 6 4 6 1 





















- 0 . 0 8 2 3 6 0 
- 0 . 128190 
-0.137646 
- 0 . 1 1 5 3 Q 3 

























/ ' y 
,. 
• ' * . 
/ • 
(s . • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ;0.8 \-Y,t 



















IRAIJII PuAilGE F,C1 
/ / 
•4 / 









0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 



















0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CIIAIIK n&TGE RG2: 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 










LINKAGE CRANK FOlLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 3. 0 R^. = OC^- OC. = 3. 240490 
B - 2 5 C I 2 1 
C = 4 0 R C 2 = 2 T T - R C | = 3.042695 = 0.831531 
C R A N K CRANK 
RANGE R RANGE R C 2 







































































? ~n i 
, 
-Q-3 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN : 
TRACE 
CIIAIIK RAITGE R G 1 
, < 7 
/ / 
rj\ 
: » • ' 




/r y , 
I 
. z 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
- ' -\ 
b: l h * « 
r ' 
0 0.2 0;,4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
v INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
, *;'CRAITK HA1-TG3 I IC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS ,.,/. 
A =• 3.Q 
B = 2,5 
C = 4JDL 
LINKAGE 
M T I O 
A = 3.0 
B - 3.0 ~~ 
C = .1.5. 
CRANK 
RANGE 
Rri = o c 2 " ~ a c l = l°l853Z5 
R C 2 = 2 i T - R c . = 4.497860 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = £ | - * 2 
= 1.492595 
CRANK 



























































/ ' / 
7 / 
1 
v • v 






























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 















;' :; \>> 4 ..'V . > 
r J 
' 
- ; „ 
/ / 
• 
. :-. / / 
/ / 
r' y <> 
l 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 






0. h ? .-. '-. 
0 S - > , , \ " ^ ?' 
-0.1 ' • • 
-0.3 
-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
"' DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = " ^
 n 
B = 3.0 




A = 3.0 
B - 3/0 ' 
C " fr.Q 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R p . = O C p - OC. =: 2.258224 



































































>̂  ,.^ 
' ' - , ' • 















5 0.̂  
O * 
0.2 
0.2 0.4 0 . 6 / 0.8 : 










~ " ™ 






















- " • 
-










> - • 
[>s S / 
-0.1 
-0.3 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ V 
/< 
7 A = 3*0 
B = 3 .0 . 




A = 3.0 
B— 3;0 " 
C - _JUJL_ 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c . = O C 2 - OC. = 2. 542769 


















































-P . 143050 
-0 .132868 































































'IX •• ' " / *. ,.„. ... 
/ ' / 
/ / 
/ / ' 
















: • . «.... 
" " 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
cno: JIAITGS :xs 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.0 
B = 3.0 




A = 3 . 0 
B - 5 . 0 
C== 3 . 0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C I = O C 2 - O C . = 2 . 7 5 1 7 0 2 









0 . 0 3 1 0 2 5 
0. 128250 
0 . 2 8 3 0 9 2 









0 . 0 7 1 7 5 0 
0 . 0 1 6 9 0 8 
0 . 0 6 5 3 3 5 
0- 138423 
0 . 1 7 9 4 7 7 
0 . 1 8 2 5 0 2 
0 . 1 5 0 3 8 6 
0 . 0 8 8 1 3 3 










































0 0.2 0.4 0.6, 0 . 8 - 1 . 0 





1 •' 0 
vz Jn i v. 
-0.3 
• 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 












' * • ... Z 










£ ^ ' 
0 0.2 0:4 0.6 0.8 1.0 










0 K ' • , s* y r. 
-0.1 i ' • *> — — ~^ 
-O.J 
• 
-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
CKAilK IIAJIGU E 0 2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND:ROCKER CLASS . 
A = •3.0 
B = 3.0 




A •= 3.0 
B - 3.0 
C -T . . . . 3 . 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c = O C p - OC. = 2.927896 
RC2 = 2 T r " R C I = 3 ' 3 5 5 2 8 9 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 





































































































. - • • t 
.-
/V </ 











0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
• INPUT X 
TRACE 
N 
















v y • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAI::: RANGE nc2 
SYNTHESIS OF: THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3..P 
B = •-3>Q 




A = 3.0 
B - 3.0 " 
C - 4nQ 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c. = OCp- OC. = 3.097630 




































































f j r 
^ / 










/ ' \ 
^ 






















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 




















: ' « . - v . i ' ~ J _ J -!•• 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .3.0. 
B= : 3 . 0 




A = 3.0 
B - 3„0 
C = 4.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R - . = O C 2 - OC. = 3.293702 
R C 2
 s 2 * T - R Q I s 2.989483 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 



























































































v^ — II 
:RAiriC" RAIIGE R C l 
^ " ^ ,/ y 
% . -• -.-> y / 




/ '-f- -1, 
/ 
Y £ i_ L_ _ — 
I 
z 











0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
- INPtiT'XN 
TRACE 
1.0 -0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
• ; • - ' • INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAITK ' RANGE" RC2 
SYNTHESIS QF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A ='- 3,0 
B = g.O 




A = 3.0 
B - 3.S.-
C = 2.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C j = O C 2 - OC. = 2.075869 
R Q 2 = ^ T r " ^ | = 4,207316 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
' ^ 1.047318 
CRANK 
RANGE R CI 
CRANK 
RANGE R C2 



































































• . o > 
Z '..: 









-J 0 .1 
z 
>• -0.1 





• ^ s 
A 7 
/ 







l f / 
£*. X 
0 0.2 y0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 












> • V • > - « 
, 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAITK RAHGE RG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.0 
B = 3.5 




A = 3.0 
B - 3.5 ' 
C = 2n5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C i = CXLp- OC. = 2 . 4 1 6 6 3 6 










Q „ Q 2 3 7 8 2 










- 0 , 0 7 6 2 1 8 


























- 0 . 0 7 8 2 9 1 
- 0 - 1 2 0 8 8 2 
- 0 . 1 3 4 8 0 2 
- 0 . 1 2 4 2 4 8 
- 0 . 0 9 3 3 7 2 
- 0 . 0 4 8 1 8 6 









i - . 
. 3 
Q. 






s / r / 




/ 1 " 
' • • • • - , . 










0.2 0.4 0.6 \ .0.8- •"1.0 










V r - / 
'«'"• 
0 0;2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN :' 
.DEVIATION 
CRAHK RANGE RC1 
A f 
'• * * 
• < : A '/ 






> - • • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 










X s ' 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
' INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
f .
v ' CRA1-IK'RAEC33f-RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = s%& 
B = 3 # 




A = 3.0 
B ^ 3 . 5 ~ 
C = 3.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | ss O C p - OC. = 2. 644058 
^ C 2 = ^ T r ~ ^ C I = 3 ° 6 3 9 1 2 7 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 











0 . 7 7 1 6 5 0 
0.RR07.QQ 









































0.8 r" / 
Z 
>• 0.6 
r- i CL 






0.2 / , * 
/ , , / 











0. 8 1 II.O 














0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
:). INPUT XN 
TRACE 
0 0.2 0.4, 0.6 0.8 1.0 
' , INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GRA1-IK RANGE- I tC l 
-A y? 
. 
! • * : < . 
"''• [• - "• 
-'."• 
















V. '" *"'• ,:' 
• ; , , 
.,.- - - ^ 
\ . • -
v < 




SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
dRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C\ 
V 
22L A =z_ 






A = 3.0 
B— 3,5 ~ 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R - . = OCp- QC. = 2.823099 
R C p = 2 T r - R c . = 3.460086 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ I " ^ 2 


















- 0 . 0 7 5 1 9 3 




















- 0 . 0 8 1 8 6 8 
- 0 . 1 2 9 1 0 4 
- 0 . 1 4 3 7 1 9 




0 . 0 5 8 3 1 8 
0.060300 
o-oooooo 


































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8,-1.0 
INPUT^Cjsp i--'J 













0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
•INPUT X^ -• 
.DEVIATION 




'•'"' - 2 ! 




^zy Z^ . 









. 2 0 




' • • 
-0.3 














o. B 1.0 
CRA1TK RAIIGE' RG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 




LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGjE 
A -=. 3. 0 l R ^ , = = O C ^ - OC, ss 2. 982078 R r - = # , - / ? - » 
B - % 4
 C 1 2 ' 
C = 4.0 Rc r > = 2 T T - R c l = 3o 
. r...... i , 
301107 = 0 . 594473 
CRANK CRANK •*•'•' 
RANGE R ( RANGE RC 2 
YN | DEVIATION Y N 2 DEVIATION 
0 .032759 - 0 . 0 6 7 2 4 1 
0 .130557 - 0 . 0 6 9 4 4 3 
0 .279826 •-.-, - 0 . 0 2 0 1 7 4 
0 .017470 - 0 . 0 8 2 5 3 0 
0 .070038 - 0 . 1 2 9 9 6 2 
0 .157295 =0 .142705 
0 . 4 5 2 5 8 3 0 ,052583 
0 . 6 1 9 0 2 1 0 . 1 1 9 0 2 1 
0 .759734 0 .159734 
0 .867472 0 .167472 • 
0 .942096 0 .142096 ; 
0 .985684 0 .085684 
1.000000 0 .000000 
0 .276268 - 0 . 1 2 3 7 3 2 
0 .419867 - 0 . 0 8 0 1 3 3 
0 .576688 - 0 . 0 2 3 3 1 2 
0 .731779 0 .031779 
0 .867430 0 .067430 
0 .963723 0 .063723 
1.000000 0 .000000 
















' • * ' 
0.2 
^ 
/r / •v 
• • . . 



















• • • 
\ 
V 
:-.-;_; ' " • - . 
• : . - ' : 
0 0.2; 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
7 I NPU T XN : 
DEVIATION 
GRAEK HANGS HC1 
1.0 ™^™ /i n -1018 ' i , - l . - / # 
!• .j 
*~1-"  ^ ! 
z 
>- n A. 




/ '\ '" $ j , 
a. 
H" A "J 
5*. Q«4s 
0 





' ' " • • 
A 










0.1 3 1.0 
0.5 
',> 0.3 
. ; • ,i * « . 
" 
. ' " 5 
; 
_ j 0 . 1 
1. "> „, 




-0.1 ' s . v. - .--J 
-0.3 
„i 














;o. 8 1.0 
CHAIIK RAKGS^IU32 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.P 
B = 3«5 




A=i 3,0 ; -
»j=?rrT----
CRANK | -" 
RANGE| 
R C | = < X 2 - a C . = 3o 141593 












































- 0 . 0 8 2 5 3 4 
- 0 . 1 2 8 2 4 2 
- 0 . 136303 
- 0 . 1 1 0 7 9 1 




















^ -..., :• : V ' " y 





A ̂ ': rj V. 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 \ f 0.8- 1,0 










; . • • • 
0^2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
MNPUf X N 
.DEVIATION 
,-»•>-! HT-T' -p«-fTp-. r v H O.-.^ni-ii. iau .v . i j . j .: iOJ. 
1.0 "• y~ 
^ 
>T ;P̂ 8?: ? .!. 
*-t-
/ ,.,/•,.. - / 
r) 
• * £ , / • • %, •* ,;• ~ Jy 
?._. X 
• " . '• 





















O.i 3 1.0 
0.5 










\ ;•; ! 
— 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N ' 
DEVIATION 
CPJUIK IIAITGJJ 1 X 2 
SYNTHESIS IOF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK:AND ROCKER CLASS 
c\ 
V 





U N K AGE 
RATIO 
A =i 3.0 S 
& H V R 
C = 5.0 
CRANK ; 
RANGE 












































- 0 . 0 8 0 9 5 1 
- 0 . 1 1 9 5 1 7 

























/ ' / 
. - . ' . • > 
7* \ 











, , ' ' ^ \ 
V 
< 
' " • ' 
0 ' 0:2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
ciiAin: nAiiGS nci 
1.0 , • 
/ 
: i):8 





l ' • .-
7 
' • • ' j ' \' .̂''' 
CL 
H A A- // -• i 
5 i0.4 
o 





























.v^ '*?. • •?* S 
^ s - V X" 
*̂ 




SYNTHESIS ORTHE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =rm 
B =y-M; 




A = 3.0 T 
B - 4 .0 
c - ••-?. i* -
CRANK 
RANGE I 
R - . = QCp- oc. = 2 ; 2 i i r 6 5 


































































• ^ ' l 




A / i 
/ 
/ / • 
/ . 
s 1 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8V U) 


















3 ^ 4 
o 0.2 
0 
1 " 7 
, • J .-•V 
' • ! z 
HSW" .• •»,,Bs 
* "<.i. t / 
• ' , . * '" ii >i ? 
/ 







0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 






.0 V ^" 
-0.1 • • i 
-0.3 
0 0.2 6.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
"::-- INPUT XN 
TRACE 
-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 '0.'6 '0 .8 1.0 
INPUT X^ ' 
DEVIATION 
CRAI::: ;IAI:G: • lx£ 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE; 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS-
A = ' • J.0-" 
C \ 












R - = faCp- OC. = 2 J 5 0 4 5 I S 











0 . 0 2 3 9 1 2 
0 . 1 0 1 6 0 1 
































- 0 . 1 2 0 7 4 9 
- 0 . 1 3 3 7 7 9 
-£L_L21M9 
-n.nftft77Q 


























' « ' • ':. 
/ , y 













• ' ' 
. . • ' • 





















, / / 
0 , 
s ' 
















__, ,, 0.1 
1 ~ 
- • • ^ 
? > ° V 
-0 .1 -«• 
-0 .3 
: • 












"0. 8 1.0 
CRANK RA1IGE'RG2' 
SYNTHESISfOF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK: AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =3*0 





A = 3.0 -
B— 4.0 ~ 
C = 3,5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C J = C3C2-r- OC. = 2 . 7 0 6 6 3 4 




















- 0 . 0 7 2 2 6 6 
- 0 . 0 8 5 3 0 2 
- 0 . 0 4 3 3 0 1 
0 . 0 3 2 6 4 3 
0. 110065 






















- 0 . 0 3 9 0 2 9 
Pi01§i4t 
0 . 0 5 5 1 3 9 
OnO^on 
0.000000 




/ X / 







• - . 
Q. 
1—• n J ^ 
5 0.4 
o / / / 
0.2 / / -
/ , V 
















v Z -0 1 
—0.3 












X ̂  
A ̂ 










, / - -*' ." 1 
I 
z 
> - • • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT XN  
DEVIATION 
1.0 
• - , , 
•s ^ tT" N 
V ̂ u ^ 
~ -̂ _ — « 
-'.: I - . . 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
, ; INPUT X N
; 
DEVIATION 
CIlAJTi: IUIIGE 'B22 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = •3.Q- . 
B = i : % • ' • • ^ 




A = -3 .0 
B ^ 4.0 " 
G = 4.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
B r V - ^ p " " o c l = 2-87°674 
R-p = 2 - T r " ' ^ C | = 3 .412511 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ | - * 2 I. 
= 0 . 5 1 8 3 7 1 
















































- 0 . 0 8 1 9 6 3 
- 0 . 1 2 9 2 0 9 
- 0 . 143448 
- 0 . 1 2 7 5 0 4 
- 0 . 0 8 7 1 2 4 
- 0 . 0 3 2 0 9 5 
0 . 0 2 3 5 6 8 
Q.063,959 
0 . -Q619Q9 
OrQOQOQQ 
























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8: 












• ' . ' , ' '"\ 
0,2 0.4 ;0.6 0.8 
1 ;INPUT XN ' 
DEVIATION 
1.0 
CRANK RAiiGE RCl 
1.0 
u :o.8/ 
1, / / 
* .-' 
; . ' • 
/ / 
z v , 
, 0.6 if;'-. ? -•; 
^ 
,- *. :,: 
K n A / / 

































-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XJ4 p 
DEVIATION 
GR IIi: EAITCS lEG2* 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = ;,.g-j& 
B ,= yLo: 




A = 3 . 0 
B - 4 .0 
G = 4 . 5 - •-.-
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c , = CCp-. GC. = 3.020305 
R ^ 2 = 2 T T " ^ C | = 3.262880 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
, ^ 0 ; 512896 
G R A N K 
RANGE 




























































































4 , / 
/ / 
/ , / / 
'/, 
-* 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
'•I INPUT XN 
TRACE 











' ; » 
. 
;• J 
i • J>r : > \ 
s> \h ' h . ,.,..: *' • J'" >. , * » • • • 
n -
0 0.2 0,4 _ 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRA1TK RA2TG3. ItC2 ' •' 
SYNTHESIS 0F THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 




B . = • &.Q 
C= ^ 5 
17-8 
LljNKAGE 
R A T l 6 
A = 3 , 0 
B— 4/0 




= GCp- CE. = 3. 174045 
= 2TT-Rp|=3. 109140 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
RF=y9i - % 








































































s-"'' 7 / * / 




, / / 
^ 















0.2 0.4; 0.6 0.8 1.0 













n 7 ,• ; • " • • • * 
'/, 7 ". -. / '/ 





> - / / 







0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 
' , INPUT XN 
TRACE 
CBAIH: RAIICE: iici 
0.5 
: '*•• 0 . 3 
• _i:--0:T 










- • • ; 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ,0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN " 
DEVIATION 
CR/UIK PuAI-IGE ! i lC2 ' ' 
SYNTHESIS O R T N E 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK MO: ROCKER CLASS V 
A = 3.*0 
B =I^p 




X = • 3 - 0 •'••..< 
B - 4 . 0 I 
C = 5 . 5 . 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R(^| = ^ P " " 0 0 ! = 3.3618*5 
R ^ 2 = '2.TT- R - . = 2.921,340 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 







































- 0 . 0 8 1 1 1 2 
- Q - 1 1 Q Q 0 3 
- 0 . 1 1 5 2 5 1 
-0.076323 
- 0 . 0 1 9 2 1 8 
0 - 0 3 8 9 1 3 














y ? V. : • 













5 M o 
0.2 
0 









— 0 . 3 
-0.5 
• * • 
X 
^ -̂ _ 
!;• i. 
GRAIIX RAITGE R C 1 
Y> -? 




?• ; > ,- 4 
/ 
" 
•'• : ^ 
^ 






0 0.2 0.4 \ 0.6 0.8 1.0 




















0 0.2 0,4 _ 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN " 
DEVIATION 
GRAIHi RAITGE H C 2 
SYNTHESIS QF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3JL 
B = M 





A - 3.5 
B - 1.5 
C = 3„5 
CRANK 1 ; 
- RANGE J f 
•Rgj = C C 2 - OC| = 3.043999 
R Q 2 = 2 T T - R Q | = 3.239186 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 






































- 0 . 0 7 9 7 0 6 









Al l a n g l e s m e a s u r e d in r a d i a n s . 
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1— f\ A 
. /., / 
/ > -J 0.1 '* 0 
s? m / 5 0.4 
o A '/ 
* • >- -0.1 
0.2 / 
/ ' ..' 
4 •>< > -0.3 / 





















y >~- -s' 
• ' ' ' \ 
'v., ,...^^~ 











0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
CRAIIK RAIIGS R d 
0.5 
! ;*;-S-'"o.3 






V ^ .̂ ^ • ' - * * * " ,..-
"*"" 
0 0.2, 0.4 0.6: 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GRAin: PJUIGS RG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANKiAND ROCKER CLASS 
7 
c\ 
A = 3-S 
B = 1.5 
C = 3*5-' 
184 
LINKAGE 
RAT I O 
A = 3,5 
B - 2.0 
C = 3,0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c . = O C p - OC. = 2 . 7 8 0 8 7 3 
^ G 2 = ^ T r ~ ^ C I = 3 ° 5 0 2 3 1 2 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 










































- 0 . 1 4 7 0 7 0 
rO. 135&46 
. 0 . 1 0 2 8 4 2 








































0 0.2\ 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 









4 • a. 
H A ., A / 5 .0.4 
o / / 

































N • v ' 
i 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS JDF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK/AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B = 2 .0 






A = 3,5 
B ^ 2 .0 
C - - ^ _ 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C J = Q C p - OC. = 2. 987323 
R p 2 = 2 T T " R Q I = 3.295862 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = / ? r V 




















































































v 2 . n 1 
y s' \ 
\ . , 
v 
-0.3 















' Jl >?••-. / 'A 





/ ', , 
- / '• 
A / 
















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 





i " j 
- - " 
. V\ ( I , . ' ^ • * , ' ! • 
-"-"' 




CHAIH: IIAIIGE £C2: 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5' 
B = , :^0; 




A = 3. 5 
c " 4-n . 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ = O C p - OC. sr.,,.,3. 180644 




















- 0 . 0 6 4 2 7 5 
- 0 . 0 6 1 0 6 6 
- 0 . 0 1 2 365 




0 . 1 2 6 6 0 3 
0 . 0 8 0 3 5 5 














































/.., \ •<••>. 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8V 1,0 











V . — ^s" 
• • i 
'. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
" - I N P U T X N 
DEVIATION 
















, / Y 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
















0 Q.2 0.4 , 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B =. .2.0 




A = 3.5 
B - 2.5 ~~ 
C = 2.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R w . - O C p - O C . = 2.545422 
^C2=^T r"" ^Cl = 3 ° 7 3 7 7 6 3 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r ^ 








































- 0 . 0 8 1 7 0 8 
- 0 . 1 3 0 0 6 7 
- 0 . 1 4 8 8 7 6 
- 0 . 1 4 1 8 5 1 
- 0 . 113670 
- 0 . 0 7 0 4 6 1 
- 0 . 0 2 0 3 4 8 
0.024916 
0 . 0 4 5 1 7 1 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al l a n g l e s m e a s u r e d in r a d i a n s . 
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^ 
__ V 0.5 
/ / - > , , 0.3 
/ / 
/ 
/ _i 0.1 
1 0 
, >?-0.1 





r • -0.3 
,'ls - / 















X _.., / 
- / /? 
i . . 
A1 
•7 
i' i:: / • 
// 






/ / / 
./ / 
/' 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
^ INPUT XN 
TRACE 










0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
'INPUT XN 
: DEVIATION 
4- 1 i 
i •'!) 
U--
s \ »v , r" 
y" 
1 
• v -•'" 
.. tv -:. 




CItAl-n: RAIIGE RC2 
•fo SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = ••?&• 
B =_^£ 




A = 3° 5 
B - . 2 . 5 . ~ 
C = 3=0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R Q , = ^ p " o c | = Zi 7 6 5 5 8 3 
R Q 2 S S 2 T T - R Q J = 3:517602 
FOLLOWER 
RANGIE 














Q . 9 5 0 9 9 1 














0 . 0 1 8 2 3 8 
































^ , ^ 




y/ ' , 
7 Z 






































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
! INPUT XN 
TRACE 
1.0 -0.5 















SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B =.: 2.5 




A = 3,5 
B - 4.b "~ 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C ) = < X 2 ~ OC. =r 2.931 











































































' • v 
* --:/ 
/ s / 













-0.3 '>•' , 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
0 0.2 0.4 04 0.8 1.0 
•INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GUAM. RAITGE RC1 
1.0 
"> 6 '8 







X / ' 
]\ 
/ / 






/ / '' 
/ / 
/ / / 
/' 















CRAHX RANGE HG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A= > S 
B = 2*5 
c = 3.5 
196 
K 7/7 
Rc2_ / /if \ 7 
//^fcyi VS / -
"" . ' / W W 1 1 IU\)JJJ 
\A&') C — - t 
" ^ RGI 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 3 .5 R ^ , = O C ^ - OC, s 3 .083777 R 
B - 2 . 5 C 1 2 ' 
C= 4.0 ^C'*=^TT~^cr 3°199408 
F=/*,-V 
= 0 .827128 
CRANK CRANK 
RANGE R RANGE R 
YN | DEVIATION \t2 DEVIATION 
0 .034368 -0- . 065632 0 . 0 1 8 8 6 3 - 0 . 0 8 1 1 3 7 
0 .135121 . 0 . 0 6 4 8 7 9 0 . 0 7 * 4 8 2 
0 . 2 8 4 1 3 1 - 0 . 0 1 5 8 0 9 . 0 . 171478 
0 ,451679 . 0 , 0 5 1 6 7 9 0 . 2 ^ 7 5 5 5 
0 ,611193 0 , 1 1 1 1 9 3 0 . 4 4 4 2 9 0 
0 .747870 0 , 1 4 7 8 7 0 0 . 5 9 9 0 3 9 
0 ,856192 0 .156192 0 .748050 
0 . 9 3 4 8 8 5 0 . 1 3 4 8 8 5 0 . 8 7 6 1 5 3 
0 . 9 8 3 3 3 1 o , 0 8 3 3 3 1 0 ,966239 
- 0 , 1 2 3 5 1 8 
- 0 . 128522 
- 0 . 1 0 2 4 4 5 
-0.05-5710 




1.000000 0^000000 1 . 000000 0 .000000 




















/ / " /' 
' / 
// // 
/ / / 
; . ' * K , ' • • • * . •1 











0.2 0.4 0.6 ,0.8 





- j 0.1 
1 ' 0 




CRAIHI RANGE RC1 
Y 
, - • / 
/ ' / j 
/ 
;, / 












0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 






_j 0; I 
z 0 \ 















P. 3 1.0 
* CRAIIK RANGERS' 
SYNTHESIS OF-THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
C = iUiJ 
198 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 3 . 5 RCl = O C 2 - o c l = : 3 
Rc2= 2 T r"Rcr ^ 
.2 53526 
.029659 = 0 .838289 
b - i 2 . 5 
C = . 4 .5 
CRANK , ' " ." CRANK 
RANGE Rc. RANGE RC 2 




0 .273353 n 
- 0 . 065928 
- 0 n 068412 
• ,0 .026447 
0 . 0 2 1 1 5 2 
0 . 0 8 7 2 4 1 
0 . 1 9 4 9 8 4 
- 0 . 0 7 8 8 4 8 
- 0 . 1 1 2 7 5 9 
- 0 . 1 0 5 0 1 6 
0 . 4 3 2 2 4 1 
0 .585840 
0 .721614 
0 . 8 3 4 2 8 1 
0 .921202 
0 .978729 
0 . 0 3 2 2 4 1 
0 .085840 
0 . 1 2 1 6 1 4 
0 . 1 3 4 2 8 1 
0 .121202 




0 . 7 7 7 9 4 8 
0 .893709 
0 . 9 7 1 7 9 5 
- 0 . 0 6 7 5 5 6 





1,000000 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 LPOOOQQ 0 .000000 
























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 





















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAJTIv £Ai:G3 ItCl 
7 
.{ / '/ 
' / 
y ̂  
1" : 
/? 











- ' ,\ 
_j 0.1 



















0. 3 1.0 
GRAIH. rUi!GIC-RG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =-: 3.5. 




A = 3.5 
B - 3,0 " 
C = 2.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R r = O G p - OC. = 2J 256186 
R Q 2 = ^ T T " ^ C I =










0 . 0 2 9 1 6 8 
0.. 132940 

















0 , 2 1 3 4 2 9 
•0. 165222 














- 0 . 0 7 9 1 4 2 
- 0 . 123917 
- Q - 1 4 1 2 6 8 
- 0 - 1 3 5 5 8 2 
- 0 1 1 0 8 4 3 
- 0 . 0 7 1 8 5 8 
- 0 „ 0 2 5 2 5 5 
0 . 0 1 8 7 3 4 
0 . 0 4 1 3 0 7 
0 .000000 














L - . • « * - • 
X / 








- ^ y * 
0 0.2 0.4- 0.6 yO.St 1.0 









/ ' \ 
k " 
-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
^DEVIATION 









/ f // 
••' i / 
// 
! / , / 





/ / y 
s 
t 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 




; = ,•: 
.-
': t 
j " 0"-l 
I ''
 :> - —-̂  
z 0 i- >* 
.' r" 
> -T^ ! ', i 
-0.1 ,-..-
-0.3 












0. 3 1.0 
3RAI--7K RA!JGE^-PiS2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS -. 
A = 3^5 • 
B= M 










R-* = Q C p - OC. = 2.534264 
PC2=
2 T T"RCr 3'?48921 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
























0 •;•• 193407 
0 . 1 5 5 9 7 5 / 
0..089 698 
CL_goa£oo 









































/ , y 














> s >. . 
1 













/ / / 
/ ^ ^ 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 




• i - , 
.. 
J 0-1 
I — 7P ̂~~ ---., 
z , 0 s i ^ • > -0.1 *^A .̂_̂  '"J 
-0.3 












0. B 1.0 
CRANK RAITGE'TICS 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE-
CRANK AND JROCKER CLASS :... 
A = 3*£ 




A = 3.5 
B ~ 3 . 0 • • - " • 
C = 3.0 
CRANK 
RANGE! 
RCI = qc2T!-GCl = 2 ° 7 2 3 3 0 6 




















































































» Z -0.1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8. K0 
INPUT XN 








0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
- INPUT XN 
.DEVIATION 


























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









i • s ^ — 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X^ 
DEVIATION 
CRAiiic miss nca 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = 3.5 • 
B - .3.0/. 






G = 3.5 
CRANK j. 
RANGE ; 
R^ . = O C 2 - OC. = 2.1873345 



































































































- ^ . 
\ 





















0 0.2 0.4 0J.6 0.8 1.0 









0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GRAIiZ RANGE RI32 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B = 3*0 
C = 3.5 
208 
L I N K A G E 
R A T I O 
A = 3.5 
B - 3 0 
C = 4.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
RCI = q c 2 ~ ̂ l ~ hM1112 
R C 2





C R A N K 
R A N G E 














































D E V I A T I O N 
- 0 , 0 8 1 5 7 4 
-0.X26226 
- 0 . 135324 





















1— n A / '/ 
3 °'4 
o y; 
0.2 / i 
/ • 
/ 




















, „,-'' 7*"" 
I . 
-. , 
0 .0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIAT ION 













































-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIAT ION 
;: &1AITK MIGS RG2 ' 
SYNTHESiSOf THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
7 
c\ V 
A = : 3.5 
B = 3.0 




A s 3.5 
B - 3.0 ~ 
C = 4.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C I = c c 2 ~ * ^ l = 3° H 1 5 9 2 
R C 2 = 2 T T - R c = 3 . 141593 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 


















- 0 . 0 6 9 3 3 5 










0 . 0 7 6 9 2 0 
0. 173249 
0 . 3 0 1 6 3 1 






























'••• « / 










0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 . 8 - 1 . 0 































7 iy „•*• I ... 
C. / 
. . - • y 
. * . . < • ' * /7 
-V 
/ / 
' " ' , t 
- / / 
' - ' • ""'"" 
/ 




CRAIHC HAIIGE RC1 
0.5 
'•'•••V-'i "" 0 . 3 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 













1 'i ^ 
_ 
I • . " , . 
•\. 




GRAKK RANGE EC2" ' 
SYNTHESIS1 OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND. ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3«£ 





A = 3 . 5 
6 -••..3...,o:-:-:,.... 
C = 5.0 1 . . 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R-| = <X2^QC. = 3,302325 
R r o = 2 T T - R- .= 2.980860 *C2 CI 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = / 0 r % 















































































• • • • 
<• • ' / 
•• • ' * ' - V : ., 
; 
0.2 0.4 0.6; /0.8 1.0 










\.. - __..•'. 
X ; 





'"; ^ 8 
z 



















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
- INPUT XN 
TRACE 











•- " • ' "•-„: 
£ 
< • • 
' :i 
i • 




1 1 i. 
:* 




SYNTHESIS, OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE. 









A = 3 , 5 
B - 3 .5 " 
C = 1,5 
CRANK; 
RANGE 
R c y = O C p - OC. = 1.755820 





































































i .r • - - « • • • / / / 
/ ./" 
/ / , / 
/ 
• / 
. , • 






y ' .; --
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 10 .8 ' \.0 






> ? - 0 J 









; • > . . 
H 





... 1 wi V 
v^'m; / 
z 
- 0 A 
3 
._ 4 " ~ / / / -'— 
Q_ 
1— "/? v^ / 
o 
























_ , _ - J L — i - t 
_ _ , ^ _ ; . , _ 4 _ _ ^ _ 
• . .;• " - •: • --? j ~-" 'iz- ^ 
•—— •-i*— = = = • — ^ T T — r-=r ir^n STTT- — — 
0 0.2 0.4 , 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT Xj^ 
DEVIATION 
GPJL11E RAIIGG RC2 
SYNTHESIS OE'THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANIO AMD ROCKER CLASS 
A = 
B = &1.::V.L'! 
C =' '•-£.£'.-• 
216 
LINKAGE 
RATI I 6 ! 






RANGE r | 
R ^ J o c ^ - r Q C . = 2 j 21Q507 
C I | •' 2 • •• I — f — — 
R ^ g t ^ ^ - ^ C r 4.1072678 
FfOLLLdWER 
RANlGE 




















































































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
•INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 


















/ / ' 
/ • 
/ 











?4 • - : 
c • ' ' V l 
/ / 
• • N V •r •^y 
> • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
G11A1IX HAIICSl RC2 
SYNTHESIS,OF.THE 4-BAR LINKAGE' 
CRANK'AND,ROCKER CLASS 
A - • 3.5 
B = 3.5 , 




Ar a- - b;-5-!---: 
B - 5.5 ' 




P ^ 2 = ^ T T " ^ c i = 3 ° 8 0 7 4 4 4 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 




































































































r-\ ' * V 
"*'• .1.- : 
/ 
IV;- ' '< '7 > .:;,' 
•''' / 
- • ' • • " • • • ,. / * 




CRAinC RAITCS EC1 
' 0.5 
v ' ^ - H * 0.3 
- -1f'' V ; 0,1 
^ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 






0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION . 




SYNTHESJ§-:0F.:THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CR^|I< AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B = >.3.5„".;, 




A = 3 . 5 
B - -3...:5. 
G = 3.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
RWJ = OC - OC. sr 2.661874 
R C 2 = 2TT^ *V l





































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 ^1.0 





















C3RA1IK RANGE .BC1 
r " • i 
i • \ :! .: :'. I 
1 
' • . " 
V 
L ' , - , 
/ / / 
/ , . 




; • ; > . - • « " ' • 
0 











0 0,2 0,4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
C M v • CRMIK HAITCJEJfe^ 
:> f '• -
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CfcAflK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B = 3.5 7 




A = 3. 5 l 
B - 3 . 5 •••• 
C = .3.-5-. • . 
CRANK 
RANGE; 
R C | = Q C p - OC. =: 2J&08577 


































































- - . . • 
/ 
























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
















n ^ . . « 
I , z 
" > - • • ' 
0;2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 




- ::, "; J »• ' • ] . . * 
1" ' ;. 
i" 
0.1 





-0.1 N , , ^ 
, 
-0.3 
1.0 -0.5 0.2 0.4 „ 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRAJJK RAIIGEf J&S2 ? 
SYNTHESrSIQF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK!ANa ROCKER CLASS 
cY- '-y 
V 
A = . . 3 . § \ 
B = 3.5 




A = 3.5 
B - 3.5 " . 
C = 4„0. 
| CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ . = < X p - OC. = 2 J935464 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F=£. -V 
...... = . 0 . 6 1 4 0 9 8 






0 . 0 3 1 3 9 5 
u . 1 2 5 7 2 7 
0 . 2 7 1 1 4 0 
0 . 4 4 1 7 3 9 
0 . 6 0 8 7 4 8 
0 . 7 5 2 1 1 0 
0 . 8 6 3 0 9 5 
0 . 9 4 0 3 2 7 
0 . 9 8 5 3 3 4 
1:000000 
DEVIATION 
- 0 , 0 6 8 6 0 5 
° 0 , 0 7 4 2 7 3 
. - 0 . 0 2 8 8 6 0 
; -Q.-iQ4r7.39 ; 
0 . 1 0 8 7 4 8 
0. 152110 
0 . 1 6 3 0 9 5 
0 .140327 v 
0 . 0 8 5 334 
QnQQQQQQ 
'N2 
0 . 0 1 8 5 8 2 
0 . 0 7 3 4 2 4 
0 . 1 6 2 5 5 1 
0 . 2 8 1 9 2 9 
0 . 4 2 4 3 6 1 
0 . 5 7 9 1 7 0 
0 . 7 3 2 4 1 6 
0 .867119 
Q-Q6343Q 

























f ' • 

















^ - 0 1 
N 
-0.3 A 
f ' • - ' " ' 
0.2 0.4 .0.6 .0.8 
INPUT iXN ' 
TRACE A 
l.o 





, j / 
4 
r 
- 4 / ~.,. / / 
/ / 






0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 














;.. " ,*.. 
r 
., 
.<< >— ^ . N 
K *» ' . *-* y r*:. 
v. ~~~ 
0 0.2 0 .4 , 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GRAHE RA1I0EMIC2 " 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS .. 
A • = " ; 3.5: -.; 
B = 36 







'7///AJ//J 1 1 
,V^>g^i_ c —A V ^ / 
RGI 
LINKAGE CRANK 
• • • • ' • • - • - - • : 
FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 3. 5 R^, = pc0 - oc, = 3 .055500 
3 .227686 
RF=flr32 
b * 3.5 C l - X 
C = 4, 5 J V r » = '<TT- f V •= = 0.585686 
CRANK ... . . . . . . ( 
, " 
CRANK 
RANGE RC | RANGE Rc 




0.032460 -0.067540 0.018405 •=0.081595 
0. 127851 -0.072149 0.073984 -0.126016 






0.601291 0.101291 0.435537 -0.064463 
0.742987 0.142987 0.592418 -0.007582 
0.855155 0.155155 0.744695 0.044695 
0.935472 0.135472 A a. 875402 0.075402 
0.983783 0.083783 0.966377 0.066377 
1.000000 Q.00O00Q 1.000000 0.000000 























. • _ . ; 
:"• 














- ' l ; 
' i 




CI1AIH-: RAI.'GE- RC1 
1.0 
fo.6 











. , ' • /,, \ 
/ 
/ '/ 
, / * 
/ ' 
I z >-
0 0.2, 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 












" •"' ^, 
V sl- ,s ^ \ • ' : • 





SYNTHESIS;OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 





C = _ ^ 0 i 
2/1 8 
LINKAGE 









RCI " o c 2 r ^1 = ^1Rr f>Q4 
Re2^2 7 T~Rcr B° 1Q1491 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r ^ 2 


















0 . 0 6 6 8 4 4 
0 . 0 7 1 3 8 6 
0 . 0 3 0 1 4 5 
0 .031672-
0 .090380 

















- 0 . 0 8 1 1 9 2 
- 0 . 1 2 3 0 6 0 
- 0 . 1 2 6 0 7 0 
- 0 . 0 9 6 3 2 3 
- 0 . 0 4 5 2 5 0 
0.Q12604 
0 . 0 6 1 5 7 2 
0 . 0 8 5 7 8 1 
0>069759 
Q-QQQQQQ 















/ / / 
s 
, / /' 
/ 
A </ 




, • • • ' / V ' • • • . ' 
! - £ 
y ! 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 •» 0.8: 











^ . _ - _ ^ __ 
% - - T ^ f W -
0.2 *._ 0.4 0.£ 0. 


















, . , v / 
./' / 
Y- '' 
—: ./ - ^ . - . . ' • ;. *-










,, •.: : fc '• • '•A 
.'• 
i -y 's<- rr' 
rr— - N 
\ ^ y 
" ~~" 
' 




SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
B _ y 




A = J3.-5 - • - • 
B - .,,3.5 ,~ . 
G = 5.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ a O C g - O C j =3.3^38170 
R c2" 2 T T "" R cr z " q 4 5 0 1 5 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
= 0 . 6 1 1 0 4 7 
CRANK 












































































































/ . .. * 











I T — ' • — • •> ^~ 
0 0,2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
GPJilfK RAIIGE RC2 n n l ' 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3o5 









R C | 4 O C p - OC. =r 2.052869 
R ^ ^ = 2 T T ^ R ^ . = 4.230316 "of 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 





















-0 , 126377 
































































Z V : v, / >- -0 .1 
- . 
vO.3 . ; ?: 
l < -
' " ' v . 
0.2 0.4 0.6 ) 0.8 
INPUT Xjsj r 
TRACE ; . i 
/ 
': f .-"'. 









; . • • T . .̂ " ' 
0 ; 0.2 .0.4 t 0f6 0.8 
-<k INPUT XN 
TRACE 
1:0 




- 0 J 
-0.3 
1.0 ~0-5 
CRAHIC RAITCS'RGS' ;: 





> > • • 
- „ 
f '• i ?"'. 
'! ^ 
s '•s. 




SYNTHESISiOF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =' 3,5 
B =.' 
r%*°. "J: 
C = 2.0 
234 
LINKAGE CRANK . .. ,. „ ? . . . . . . . . F"OLLQWER 
RATIO RANGE i
 : RAN^E 
A = 3.5 R^ I = OC0-.OC I=: 2< 
B - 4.0 ! C I 2 • " 
C = -L-5 ..$Q2~2ir~*C\~ 3-
372280 
910905 . = 0 .827128 
CRANK CRANK 
RANGE R C | RANGE RQ 
Ykl l DEVIATION YN2 
DEVIATION 
0 .021819 - 0 . 0 7 8 1 8 1 
0 . 0 9 4 8 2 1 =0 .105179 





- 0 . 11399 5 
- 0 . 1 2 3 5 5 3 
0 . 4 0 1 5 8 1 -r0„ 001581 




- 0 . 0 7 8 9 8 2 
0 . 7 5 6 6 5 1 0o156651 





0.-950568 Oo 150568 




0 . 0 5 4 7 6 9 
i0000060 oooaooo i : OOOOOO o.onnnnn 













































0.2. 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CI'lAIIi: KA1TG3 HC1 
-£ 
r . ' /, '/ 
• ; • ' 











J i i 
I z >-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 













\ . • 
0 0,2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
) criAin: RAIICS BC:2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK A^D ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
v 
A . = • 3.5 : 
B .= 4 . 0 . ..-• 




A = 3 5 
B - 4lo 




2 . 5 7 8 6 3 2 
i1 
3 . 7 0 4 5 5 3 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R r = > r ^ 








0 . 1 0 6 9 1 3 
0 . 2 4 4 5 5 8 
0 . 4 2 0 4 3 3 
0 . 6 0 1 6 1 1 
0 . 7 5 7 2 5 6 





- 0 . 0 7 4 6 6 9 
wQ.093087 
; - 0 0 5 5 4 4 2 
0 . 0 2 0 4 3 3 
0. 101611 
0 . 1 5 7 2 5 6 
0 . 1 7 2 6 6 3 
0 . 1 4 7 5 5 9 


















- 0 - 1 1 6 5 6 7 
- 0 - 0 8 1 8 8 7 
- 0 ^ 0 M l i 5 
0 . 0 1 5 7 0 3 
0 . 0 5 3 3 1 7 
0 . 0 5 7 6 2 8 
o.onnnno 













_ T ^ 
y' 






















-2L ^ ^ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
1.0 












i : / / 
// 





/' . / 
' 
, ! • 
• ; * • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 










- . , I-'' 
- ""X 
0.2 0.4 0.6, 0.8 





SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK-AND ROCKER CLASS 
A • = ^ 5 ; • • = • • 
B = 4-° .: 




A = 3.5 
B - 4-0 
C = 3. 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
PL.I = XXp— QCi = 2 . 733623 





















- 0 . 0 7 2 1 6 7 
- 0 . 0 8 5 2 5 3 















































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









0.2 0U 0.6 0.8 








, -*»> ~— - " ' 
',-.1 . ,v -: 
0 0.2 ,0.4 - 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
C?J&:Z R/U;G2 ;^C2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
Cf^NK AND ROCKER CLASS/ 
C \ 
V 










B i - I4-.J0 
C = 4o0 
CRANK 
RAMGEJ 
R C | = C X ^ - O C | = 2J. 862010 
R Q 2 = ^ T T - R ^ | = 31421175 
FOLLOWER 
RANQE 




































































0.2 0.4 0.6 
INPUT Xjsj 
TRACE 





0:2, 0.4 0.6 0.8 
: : INPUT X ĝ 
^DEVIATION 
1.0 
CHA2IK RAlfGE RC1 
1.0 
:n4]& ' ' • ' ; . 
) J ' 1 ; •/-. V 
t »* 
3 




H- n A 

















0.1 3 1.0 
0.5 
0.3 
h" '.r ,- Il' t I : 
[ i ' --'' «'--i' 
* 
_j 6.1 
I •** i ~" 
Z 0 
>-
\ sT ! 
-0.1 
-0.3 












0. 3 1.0 
GRAIIK RANGE-;RC2: 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =_£i± 
B = 4-9 
C = ^ ° 
242 
L I N K A G E CRANK FOLLOWER 
R A T I O RANGE RANGE 
A = 3 .5 4 
B - 4 . 0 ! . ^ l ^ - Z " "
0 0 ! ^ 2 . 977422 RF=0rB2 
C = 4 . 5 R c 2 = 2 i T " R c r 3 - ,3Q5763 
= 0 .524557 
CRANK 
6 
. - GRANK 





0 .031178 - 0 . 0 6 8 8 2 2 0 .018536 =0 .081464 
0. 123981 =0 .076019 0 .073498 - 0 . 126502 
0.. 26-6473,. ~0 o033527 0o163195 - 0 . 136805 
0 . 4 3 4 3 9 1 0 . 0 3 4 3 9 1 0 .283692 -0 . - . I l 630§ 
0 .600576 0 .100576 0 .427582 • £ 0 . 0 7 2 4 1 8 
0 . 7 4 5 1 1 4 0 .145114 0 .583634 - 0 . 0 1 6 3 6 6 
0 .858366 0o158366 0 .737175 0 .037175 
0 .937950 0 .137950 0 .870731 0 . 0 7 0 7 3 1 
0 . 9 8 4 6 8 4 0 .084684 0 .964842 0 .064842 
1.000000 0 .000000 1.000000 0 .000000 




























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 ,1.0 
INPUT X^ ^ 









-r^ — — — 
<• / " x , 







, ' - • • . j . , 7 
r ,; * * 
i i 4 / / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ , ;, 
0 , 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
•-•'"•INPUT XN 
TRACE 










1 *', * J , 
+* 
\ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GFJUIK RANGE B£2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 3.5 
B = 4.0 











= 3.09 R C | = G C 2 ^ O C | 














































































U . J 




v Z -0 .1 










GRAinC RAIIGE RC1 



















•';• 0 . 3 
) 
• . ' . • • 
_i Ovl -
2 , r 0 
> i •- \ -̂ ' 
-0.1 ' v 
-0.3 
.»,_ • ~ 












0. 8 1.0 
CTLMIK RANGE'RC2 ' 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =__3±I 





A = 3 5 
g - 4.-0 -
C = 5. 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ . = O C - - OC. = 3.211646 











































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT-XN '••-•' 
TRACE ',.-,.'. 






0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 

















.- ' « • i 
0.3 \ -
rO.l 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
• INPUT XN 
TRACE 
1.0 -0.5 0 0.2 0.4 ,0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
GRAITK RAITGE%2 
SYNTHESIS: OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
A = 








A = 3.5 
B - 4 .0 " 
C = 6.0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
RCI =B"°^2" ^ l = 3 ° 3 6 5 9 3 8 











































































^ y i 

















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
V INPUT XN 
' D E V I A T I O N 






! , [ . ' 
Q. 






i : - • • . 




























SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 




A = 3.5 
B =' 4^0 




A B . 4 . 0 
B 4 M L 5 '•' 
C =F .14.. 0 
CRANK ! 
RANGE 
R c . = C3Cp- OC| = 3° 0680182 
P r 2 = ^1T"~ **CI= 3'215-1-03 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 








































































v Z - 0 , 
N ^ 
-0 .3 , 
0.2. 0.4 0.6 i 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
0 0.2 0.4 ,0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
'DEVIATION 
GRAinr MTGS. PJCI 
1.0 
0.8 










/ ,' • 
/ / 
/ 














• > s 
s v_ 
0 0.2 0.4. 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUt XN 
DEVIATION 
CRANK liAllGE KC2 ; 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = • A,0 
B = .:1.5.. ' 




A = 4 .0 
B - 2,. 0 ~" 
C = 3. 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c . = O C 2 - OC. = 2. 852268 
R C 2 = 2 T T - R ^ . = 3.430917 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 



































































y > •' 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X ^ ^ ' * 
TRACE . 









012 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 















; . > 
z 
>- n /L 





































0. 8 1.0 
GRAI3K RAKGBrRa2 
SYNTHESIS,OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 4.GT 
B = 2 .0 











R c = o c 2 - oc. = 3.. 025993 
R G 2 = 2 T r " R C r T-25719-2 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r 5 2 

















- 0 . 0 6 3 5 5 1 
0 . 0 5 6 7 9 8 
0 . 0 0 2 3 3 5 
0 . 0 6 6 0 5 5 
0 . 1 2 2 7 9 4 
0 . 1 5 5 5 8 6 
0 . 1 6 0 5 4 0 
0 . 1 3 6 8 6 0 














- 0 . 0 8 0 5 8 7 
- 0 . 1 2 2 1 3 8 
- 0 . 1 2 7 5 4 1 
- 0 . 1 0 3 9 7 1 
- 0 . 0 6 1 2 6 6 
- Q . 0 1 0 2 8 3 
0.037299 
0.067694 
0 . 0 6 2 9 1 6 
0 .000000 

































^ - ~ ^ . 
^ 
V • ^ ^ r • 
0 0.2 0.4 ,0.6 0.8 1.0 
JNPUT XN 
DEVIATION 















/ / ' 
/ / /' 
' 
- •,* 





- j ,0.1 
I 
; 
z ., 0 
>-• . •' is-
\ s. y^ 
i 
-0.1 . %. 
-0.3 
;/i i ; • 











,0. 3 1.0 
CRAM RAIIG& EG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AMD ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = M 0 
B = 2.0 
G = 4.0 
256 
LI NIK AGE 
RATIO 
A = 4 .0 
B - 2-10 - • . 
C - 4 .5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R - . = O C p - OC. = 3.190716 
R Q 2 = : ^ T T ~ ^ C I = :
 3 ° 0 9 2 4 6 9 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = v 0 , - % 





































O n 9 7 Q 9 ^ > 3 

























,„t; «, • / / / ' 











0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









V — ^y 
^ • 
0.2 0.4 ,0.6 0.8 
JNPUT XN 
, : • DEVIATION 
1.0 

















, , r • • - ' • . 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

















SYNTHESIS OF'THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A =• ! ^0 ; 
B ='" 2*-°'f ~ • 
C - '-•Wr




A = 4 . 0 
B-
C = i i 3^0. 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C j = < X 2 - OC. = 2 . 6 7 1 8 0 2 
R C 2

















































- 0 . 0 8 1 7 8 7 
" 0 - 1 2 9 6 Q 3 
-0.146924 
- 0 . 1 ^ 2 7 
- 0 . 107591 
- 0 . 0 6 2 9 3 5 
- 0 . 0 1 2 5 1 1 
0 . 0 3 1 4 0 5 
0 . 0 4 8 3 1 4 
Q.0QQQQ0 






























CRAITIC RAilGE 1!C1 
1.0 





































N • » 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT'XN 
DEVIATION 
CRA2IK RAKED :'RG& 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND.ROCKER CLASS 
A = 4.0 
B= ?-"5. 




A = 4 ,0 
B - 2 .5 
C " 3 - 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | = O C 2 - OC. = 2. 849 165 









YN | DEVIATION 
0.034848 -0.065152 
0.140709 -0.059291 
0.299696 -0, 0QQ304 


















































/ // ' 
// 
^ ^ 
0.2 0.4 0.6 .0.8 














0 t 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
. INPUT X ^ 
DEVIATION 
1.0 





r .v . - 1 - o;i 
-0.1 
-0.3 
*•; ov8 ^ 
,< 

























O.i. J 1. 
CI 
0 " ° - 5 ( 
MYL RAlIGETJCi : 












.0. 3 1.0 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 





A = 4.0 




A = 4,0 
B -
C = 




RCI = CKm2T ^ 1 = 2 ° 9 8 5 5 8 * 
^ G 2 S ^ T r H ^ C f 3.297600 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 



























































h— n i 
/' 

















•6 8 -T.0 




















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 












?J: IG:J r C I 
0.5 
A., j 0.3 
'C ^ O.'l 
i 
. z 
• > • ' 
,0 
-0.1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 





: • • ' 
,». 
r . 
" ... :s ^~ T - s 
s ^ ^ 
s * " " 
' • • » -» . ~— - " 
0.2 0.4 0.6^0.8 
IN P U T ' X ^ 
DEVIATION 
1.0 
f CPlAIIK HAIIGE-^32 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
c\ 
V 
A =.. >4,Q..:;. •;' 
B =. '."23; •/'".-. 
c =• Ar.0 
264 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 4 .0 R c l ^ o c 2 « o c | = 3 




= / ? r * 2 
^ 0 . 8 2 4 4 0 6 
B - 2. 5 
C=? 4.5 
C RA N K 
... ........ .  . 
CRANK 
RANGE Rc. RANGE RC 2 




















































i ^ 1 } 
















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 











CRAiilC IUUJGS BCl 
1.0 
















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 












V s* fS y
% i . 
r 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 , 0.8 1,0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CHAilK RA1IG2 RC2 
SYNTHESIS, OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND. ROCKER CLASS 
A = '/*.0 
B = 2.5 





B - .2.4 " 
G = 5.0 
CRANK! 
RANGE j 
R c = OCp- OC. = 3.1257192 



















0 - 9 7 7 0 4 7 





















































0.2 0.4 0.6 , 0.8 1.0 










0> "0.2 0.4 . 0.6 0.8 1.0 
' -" INPUT"XN 
DEVIATION 




/ / / rJ 
1 / 
/ / 
' "' / 
/ / 









',. ,• \ -' 3 
'._ ; ' 
0.1 , -^ 
• : P . 
' . - " " - • 
. " • 
-0.1 
-0.3 
, . • • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
I ^ P U T X N 
TRACE 
-0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN " 
DEVIATION 
CRA1JK HAliGS EC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND* ROCKER CLASS 
A = 4.0; 
B = 1.5 
C = 5.0 
268 
LINKAGE 
| RAT 10 
A = 4;0 --•• 
B - . . - . 3 . 0 - - : , 
C = 2.5 
CRANK: 
RANGE 
RCI = 'o c2" **! = 2 ° 4 7 4 0 2 3 
RC2 = 2 T T " R C f 3.SQ916? 
-. FOLLOWER 
RANGE 











































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6| i0 .8 1;0 
INPUT^Y 
TRACE >*.- ... - ^ 




>- -0.1 s 1 -
^ 
"-0.3 
0:2 0.4 0.6 0, 
' " v l N P b f X ĵ 
*. |v DEVJAIION 
8 1.0 













•x , '/ 
;».. ." 
> .. 
'' \ / , xr 




/ , ,A .-, 

















Vv ' ^ S 
."̂  —- \~** 
_ : 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
; / INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
1.0 
p i 1 \ - — • •.'-, .". ; -.-\—1 '." i / - lA> 
\JIS-j. Li., i - i j - i i . ••_ r;J1 . .O ,t» 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS > 
A = / K . 0 ' 
B - .3.0 













R c = O C p - OCi = 2,182512 3 
R^2=^T T*Rcr 3°^^8Q^ 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
. = 0 . 8 0 2 3 6 1 
CI 























































































. , ' " l * 1 
V * ' .A 
/'' 
- 0 . 6 
ID 
» f , 
A 
// 
/ . - • . 
GL 
1— !v V ^ 
1 
3) .0.4 . 




. ./ & •" 





















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN  
.DEVIATION 
1— 





v •„ ^ 
•s*\ -
N — ^ 
:- A iU -. 
0 0.2 0.4.^ 0.6 .,0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN ^ 
DEVIATION 
CHiUIi" RAI;GK:RG2 
SYNTHESIS.OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS •-
A = U.0 --.. 
B = 3.0,-:* 





A = 4oj0 . 
B - 3.0 ~ 
C = 3. 5 
RCl = q c2 
CRANK 
RANGE 
- QC. = 2 : 8 2 5 1 2 3 
R Q 2 " ^ T T ~ ^Cl= 3 ° 4 5 8 0 6 2 
FOLLdWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r ^ 







































- 0 . 0 8 0 8 7 8 
0 -125535 
- 0 . 1 3 7 2 8 8 
- 0 . 1 2 0 7 2 7 
- 0 . 0 8 2 4 7 8 
- 0 . 0 3 1 5 7 6 
r 0 . 0 2 0 1 8 5 
0.057393 
0 . 0 5 9 5 0 1 
0 .000000 











^ | n7 
' -A. / 
^. • / 
/ 






- t-r. V... 
I ' L-. 
"V 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ,4).8 i.O 



















" •: / ' / 




• ' • 
; : y 
..... / 
/ J . ..'. 
GPJU'TK RAIICK I IC1 
A A A 
'>=• 











- o sx s" 
-0.1 
-0.3 











0. 3 1.0 
CRAI-IK RAlIGE ; i1lG2 
SYNTHESIS OF.THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND" ROCKER CLASS 
A = 4.0 
B = 3.0 





A = ~ 4.0. . . 
B - 3.0 
G = 4 .0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R^ = C X p - QC| = 2.944025 
^c2=^JT~**<cr 3 ; 3 3 9 1 6 ° 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R p M i - ^ 






0 . 0 3 2 1 5 5 






0 . 9 3 9 1 1 0 






















0 . 4 2 8 4 4 1 
0 . 5 8 1 9 2 5 
0 . 7 3 3 4 8 4 
0 . 8 6 7 0 5 3 
0 . 9 6 3 2 1 4 
1 .000000 
DEVIATION 
- 0 . 0 8 0 9 6 6 



























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X ^ -
TRACE :±K. .... 
0.5 
0.3 
- J 0.1 






- r - - - . \ , 
y y \ 





0.2 J 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N ' 
, DEVIATION 










' " ' • : ' A 7 
1- .- A V 
/ 
<= 
A ' :. / 
/' / 
f / / 
; ,? H * ' 
0 0.2,. 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
•INPUT XN 
TRACE 
• '* '•> n " > AT i 









- 0 . 3 
- 0 . 5 
•" 4 
i 





i ^ , - j 
^ — ' • 
.._... 
I | 
" — i 
^ 'sLL - J 
0.2 0..4 . 0.6 .0 .8 




SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 







A = 4 .0 
B - 3.0 ~ 
C = 4.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R - . = < X p - OCi = 3Q 053042 
R ^ 2 = 2 T T - R Q J = 3.23.0143 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 











































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 > 0.8: 1.0 
INPUT% •""•••'•• 




^ — -—. 
- X . L 
<S 




A _ _ j « -. u _J 1 0 0:2. 0.4 \0.6 0.8 1.0 
'*' •pfNPUT XN """•"•' 
v^JDEVIATION 
CTMri: iUITGE RC1 
1.0 














- » 4 , - • - • / 
n t / / 
.,M*. / 
'-
• ' ' • -




/' , , •5 ("* ' I ' ' " . . 
> - • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 













•/ _ ? 
-p> ^f S 
S» i " A ** " '" ,.: ' 
• -—* 
— — 
1— - ^ )''.. ••' "r 
0 0.2 0,4.. 0.6 _0.8 1.0 
INPUT Xp ; 
DEVIATION 
CilAI^: R&iCG RC2' 
SYNTK'ESJ&OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE" 
CRANK.AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = V ''&&•.. 
B ^ : 3.0; 




A = 4 ,0 
ex. ——. . 
B - • 3 , - 0 •-•••• 
C = ,. .s.Q. 
CRANK i 
t RANGE 
R^ , = C C 2 - OC. = 3.165292 
RC2=






















- 0 . 0 6 7 5 7 7 
°Qr 0740^0 
- 0 , 035333 ' 
0 . 024229 
Qn081971 
0-122782 
0 . 1 3 8 7 1 4 
0 . 1 2 5 7 2 9 
0 . 0 8 0 7 2 6 














- 0 . 1 1 9 1 4 7 
- 0 . 1 1 9 2 8 2 
- 0 . 0 8 8 1 3 1 
•Q.037666 

















• _ > ^ 
,/ 
,t / / 





// * < 
../ 
^_-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 















nr > ,1 ' — - n A - -(••••'• > r > r n 
•U ' .U i^ I L O J L 
0^ 0.2 „ 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
















V s ^ 
— 
• . • • ? 
0 Q.2 0.4 ,0.6 -0.-8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
GRA:;K: IUI;GC itc2' 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 







g - 3,0 . 
C = 5.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | = OCp- OC, = 3.302290 
R Q 2 = ^ T T " ^Cl = 2 ° 9 8 0 8 9 5 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 








































- 0 . 0 7 7 4 8 0 
- 0 . 1 0 7 6 T 2 
- 0 . 0 9 5 1 1 4 
- 0 . 0 5 3 5 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 8 8 3 
0.053395 
0.090976 
0. 101669 -N 
0^074384 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
1.0 
• » • • - $ 8 
>Zo.d 






















cr.iu;'i: ruuiGi; RGI 
/; ? -
i J : ) , / 
: ; -v I '*» H -.' / 
, 






' J -V0.1 




0 0.2 s.0.4 0,.6 0.8 1.0 
-^ j iNPUT'kN 
TRACE 
-0.5 
,.. ,. ';•/ >t ; '•i/J 
t e • 
:: 
• • ) 
.. .. --.-̂  > " >s 
Vj 
• - ^ ' 
^ s 
. . i v l • 
.- ' 
... -.-: ,^1 •x '.: ' \ , .. 
0 0.2 0.4.,. 0,6 .,0.8 1.0 
::.. INPUT xN 
DEVIATION 
CRAITK ILli:G^ RC2 " 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS ,"', 
A = 4 . 0 
B = ,-,.3»Q 




A = 4 , 0 
B - 3.5 T~. 
C - 2,0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R c = O C p - OCi••= 2 . 2 1 1 4 4 1 












































































/ , V 
/ , / 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N / , 




1 , 0 




' ; • , > 
. ' • - • 
> 
Or 0.2_ 0:4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
•INPUT XN 
--•-.. ,.: DEVIATION 










" • " ' L ' 





















iP ~ .i 
.-_ 
_ i v Chi 
I 
•-. _. . •-~.-
z 0 
>- ' 
\ s \ 
-0.1 
-0.3 
•Si j , * ' 












.0. 3 1.0 
CRAHK HANGS*EC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 









A = 4.0 
B - y A-: . . 
C = 2. 5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ..= OCp- OC. = 2.4:79637 
R Q P ^ ^ T T ^ R - . = 3.803548 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 



















° 0 . 0 7 2 3 5 3 
=0 .080518 
-0.Q256Q7 







































0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
I N P U T ^ 






















0 .0.2 0.4 ^ 0,6 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
























0 0.2 0 .^ . t0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
, . / Cmm. RftKGE?""tfc'2 
SYNTHESIS OF. THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
7 
c\ 
A = 4*0 , 
B = .3.5':.../ 




A = 4 .0 r 
B - 3.5 ' 
G = 3.0 
GRANK 
RANGE 
R_. = C C ^ - OC. = 2. 655701 
R Q 2 = ^ 7 T " ^ C I = 3 ° 6 2 7 4 8 4 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R ( r = ^ | - ^ 
= 0 . 8 0 2 3 6 1 









































- 0 - 1 3 4 8 1 3 
- 0 - 1 2 0 4 4 3 





































^ -1* i 
, ^ 
^ 
''-P'3 > ". 
0.2 0.4 0.61 0.8' 




GFIAIIK IUUJGE RC1 
012. 0.4 0.6 0.8 
; INPUT XN 
- DEVIATION 
1.0 










t ' "'•, 









• • • • • $ 





















0. 8 1.0 
;/:•' iSRAIiK RAIIG3:a:J2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
• V 
A = " 4 i 0 




RAT I 6 
A = _ 4 1 o _ 
B - ;-3v b 
C = 3.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
"RC'I ̂  cc2~ ^ l = 2 ' 7 8 8 9 Q I 
R Q 2 " ^ T 1 ' "
 R C I = 3 ° 4 9 4 2 8 4 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = ^ r ^ 2 
= 0.705384 



















- 0 . 0 7 0 1 9 2 
- 0 . 0 7 8 0 5 7 
^ 0 . 0 3 2 1 7 5 
0 . 0 4 1 7 9 5 
P.. 11261)7 






















_n n?ftft«̂  





























> z - o . i 
1 -0.3 
-0.5 
'** ~~~ - • - , !>*». 
yy \ 
V . . / 
-
_ j 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
CRA1IK RAITGE RC1 
1.0 
•H .'>6\8; 
; ;. f ., 
- 0 . 6 ; 
\ » 
* A • ; . . ; • : . • • . j 
Q. 
J—" fi A 
r ./••-•«' f. i 
5-..Q.4.r> 
o 




. • i .••«, 















J , 0.1 ^ 
z 0, 
> - . \ •?• r-
^ I 
-0.1 _ - • -
-0.3 
- i • -














0. 3 1.0 
CRANK RANGE1, RG2 
SYNTHESIS-OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A =''••'• 4iQ-
B = . 3 . 5 




A = 4,0 
B - " 3 . 5 
C = " 4 . 0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | = O C 2 - O C . = 2 . 8 9 9 6 6 5 
R 6 2 = 2 T r - R c | = 3 .383520 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
= 0 . 6 4 1 7 0 7 






0 . 1 2 3 3 3 3 
0 . 2 6 7 0 1 0 
0v436678 
Qt- 60 3985 
0 . 7 4 8 6 1 4 
0 -861150 
























































0.2 0.4 0.6. 0:8 







» 2 -0.1 
-0.3 
-0.5 
/ • N V ^,r-
't 






'') \ A 








0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 













-̂  -»""' >s 
\ 
- . - • 
i 
j S •^ 
I " • 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0, 
INPUT XN ' 
DEVIATfON 
11 .CRAIJK RANGE RC2' 
: ,- i •';:>.' 
SYNTHESIS:OF THE 4-BAR^ LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
c\ 
v 
A = iUO 
B = • 3L5i^ 





A = 4 .0 
B - 3.5 " 
C = 4 .5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R^. = OCp- OC| = 2.999457 
R C P
 = 2 Tr"~ R C l = 3 ° 2 8 3 7 ^ 8 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = /* | - 5 2 



















0 . 0 3 4 0 5 1 
0 . 0 3 1 8 4 3 
0 .995962 
0,139734 

















- 0 - 1 2 4 1 1 6 
• 0 . 1 3 2 0 0 5 
- 0 . 1 0 9 4 9 2 
-0.064869 
- 0 . 0 0 9 6 4 5 





















// / ' 
K / -, 
/ , / 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 rT .0 
I N P U T ^ ^ 










cRAiac RAHGE ran 
1.0 
"'-.6:8 







,' > / 
- . v . . ,. // 
„ . ... 
: • ' '*- i - r | *• 




0 , 0.2. 0.4 , 0.6 0.8 1.0 









CRANK RANGE ;RC2r ? iJ 









->-- -— N 
N \ 
t^ s ".i •—_. -^ 
0 0.2 0.4.. 0.6 0.8 1.0 
; INPUT7 xN 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
B - = • • > • £ 
c = - • * * • 
294 
LI NKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
































5 . 0 =. , 0 , 5 8 1 7 2 5 
CRANK 
. ' • ' • * • 
< 
. . . . . . . . . . . . , , ^ 1 . = . . » 
CRANK 
RANGE Rc« RANGE R „ C2 
YKII DEVIATION IM 1 YN2 DEVIATION 
0 . 0 3 1 8 5 1 - 0 .068149 0 .0192 36 -=0.080764 
0 . 124627 =0 .075373 0 .077275 - 0 . 1 2 2 7 2 5 
0 .263948 =,0.036052 0 .172424 - 0 . 1 2 7 5 7 5 
0 .426013 PV026O13 5 0 .298992 - 0 . 1 0 1 0 0 7 
0 . 5 8 6 9 2 1 0 . 0 8 6 9 2 1 0 .447116 - 0 . 0 5 2 8 8 4 
0 .729766 0. 129766 0 .603738 0 .003738 
0 .845538 0; 145536 0 .753777 0 .053777 
0 .930327 0 :130327 0 „ 880882 0 .080882 
0 .982313 0 .082313 / 0 .968157 0 .068157 
1 . 0( 30000 0 ,000000 /. 1 .000000 0 .000000 



































^ • " " ' ~ ^ 
s \ 
Vv.„ .,, ^y 
:, 
'0':'2,. 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN "" 
.DEVIATION 








^ 1 1 7 
.- • . 
, 7 
'',' / 
' r "\ • * i / 
" /J ' '•• •' 1 
? . r „ 




















• ••• s ' |:>, i 
r i ••'. • jf. 











SYNTHESIS OF JHE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND!iROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = 4.0 
B =; •.••3;g: -:j 




A = ,44-a- • 
B - -,3.;15. " 
C = 5J5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R - = O G p - ac. = 3.202258 
R G 2 = 2 T T R Q . = 3. 080927 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 







Y N . 
0.032042 











- 0 . 076104 
°0.-. 040004 



























0 . 0 7 1 1 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 





















0.2 0.4 0 . 6 / 0 . 8 1.0 
INPUr^N 
TRACE . / 
0.5 
0.3 
- j 0.1 
1 0 
> ? - 0 . 1 
-0.3 
-0.5 
< ~ : 
CRANK RAr;^ R d 
1.0 > ^ 










°. / . 
• 



















' • -0.5 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 




V ' > * ;.. 
"' 
1 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN . 
DEVIATION 
GRAHK RAiIGS RC2 
SYNTHESIS OF .THE 4-BAR UNKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
















^ ^ y 
R CI 
LINKAGE CRANK FOLLOWER 
RATIO RANGE RANGE 
A = 4 .0 R = O G „ - s 3,335779 R =0.-3^ 
b - 3 . 5 . U l 
C= 6„o . HC2=2TT- ,= 2,947406 = 0.620272 
CRANK CRANK 
RANGE R RANGE R 
YkII DEVIATION N 1 
Y N 2 DEVIATION 
0.031653 =-0,068347 0,022423 -=0.077577 
0, 120938 =0,079062 
0 . 2 51,530 ..ft 0 4 R 4 7 0 
0.402031 0,002031 
0,092401 -0,107599 





















f v • " . ' - " ' ^ 






/ / / 
;• T.-* 
L* • / 
x 

















V ;,_ \ • 
;f 
_J "r 
0 , 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 



















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 












r "~S v *V'- •\ . ] i 
; 
1.0 'k'J 0 0.2 0.4 0.6! 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X^ ; ;* 
DEVIATION 
CIt&liK PJUTG3-'PuG2': 
SYNTHESIS OF.THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A ..; 
C \ 
A =;,:; 4.Q. 













Rc> = < X p - QCj = 1.737548 




F ^ r V 



















- 0 . 1 2 5 2 6 4 























































>? -0 .1 
-0.3 
-0.5 
'X - \ 











CRAIIK RA1TGS RG1 
I-, 
• i 
A / ' 





0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 














* ? - : * •"^s. ;•; 
-0.1 
-0.3 












,0. B 1.0 
GRAili; RAKGE RCI 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = U.Q 





A = 4 ,0 
B - ' 4..0 
C = 2 . 0 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | = O C p - OC. = 2. ;181328 
R Q 2 = ^ T T " " ^ C I =
 4° 10-185.7 
FOLLOWER 
FU'NGE 




















































All angles measu red in radians , 
303 
1.0 rV ^̂  






k- r\ A 
/. / 
/ / 




/ / •' 
/ . y 
r 




















- * S 
• * . 

















t-: : ., 















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
. '' •* 
s s » 
' 
' • ' • —__ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
...'GRAKK RANGE lttJ2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = .4.Q 
B =_JW0_ 











R^.zzjoCp-aC. = 2o 435511 
R C 2 ^ 2 T T " R C f 3.84767.4. 
FOLLOWER 
RANGEi 





Y N . 
































- 0 . 076919 
- 0 . 1 1 5 9 7 8 
- 0 . 1 2 5 7 1 5 




















• i ^ 
/ / 






























/ 7 ' 
f / / ' 
/ y .- , 
0 0.2_ 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 









, ± _ 
















' • " ' 
"̂ -̂  
""' ̂  
1 . 





SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 




RAT 1 0 
A - 4 v 0 
b - 4 n -
C = 3;p 
CRANK 
••: RANGE 
R c =| OC^ - OC. = 2,1609432 












































- 0 . 0 7 8 4 6 1 
- 0 . 1 1 9 4 7 7 
- 0 . 1 2 9 5 5 2 
-Q.114077 
-0.078898 
- 0 . 0 3 1 5 5 1 
0 . 0 1 7 6 4 4 
0 . 0 5 4 2 5 7 
0 . 0 5 7 8 5 6 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 












0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 













0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 





r ,' r 
/ / 





















SRA1-IK RAITGE R C 2 l 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 4,6 
B = 4.0 




A= 4. oi 
B - 4 .0 ; .'. 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R ^ = OC^ - OC. =r 2. 741813 
^ C 2 = ^ T T ~ R p ,= 3o 541372 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R i H ^ - ^ 













































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ,0.8's 
INPUT X ĵ 





' ' • 0 


















" j , ^ 
' /4 



























CIIANK RAKGB RG2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
C \ 
V 
A = • 4.0 
B - 4.0 ' 











R^ = |OCp- OC. = 2.850858 
^C2 ̂  ^ ̂ ^ ^C l= 3 ° 4 3 2 3 2 7 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
R F = 7 0 i - 5 2 



























































All angles measu red in r ad i ans . 
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1.0 .. ;•"-*' u.o 
/ / 





H- r\ J 









j r 0.2 -0.3 
^ 




































{ y / 
A 
•> 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 
CRAIJK mmz RCI 
0.5 
0.3 






• - z 
\ . 
0 0.2 0.4 . 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X ^ " ' 
DEVIATION 
CEAIIK RAÎ GE EC2: 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS ••• 
C \ 
V 
A = 4 .0 
B = U*0 












R c = O C p - OC. = 2.946948 
^ C 2 = ^ T T ~ ^ C l = 3 * 3 3 6 2 3 7 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 






























































v ,:•--* > • ' 
/ 




' • ' • 
/ / 
/ / I 
/ , / • • • ; ' * • • :- ••• .. 
/, 
',, 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 , 0.8 1.0 













0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
I N P U T x N ••*•'; 
. DEVIATION 
1.0 










' j » 
/ 
// 
/ " . • ' 
// 
r 
• - •. 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 










V ,:-̂ -—:-s , S* ^ 
• • • — 
- - • " ' " * 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT X N 
DEVIATION 
CIIAUX IlO"}IC> RC2 • 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 










RATIO j ! 
A=* 4.0 I -1 
&- 4 0 1 
C . - 5.0 i 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R Q | = O C ^ - OC| = 3.037331 
_, i 
R ^ 2 = ^ T T ~ R C I = 3 ° 2 4 5 8 5 4 
FOLLOWER 
R/VNGE 
= 0.515778 _ 




































































CRAIIK RAiiCrlS RG1 
, ? 
'/ 


















0.2 0.4 0.6 






0 0,2 0.4 ,0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION , 
CRAlfX RAIIca IIC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = / , .0 
B =" UP 




A = 4.0 
S - 4 .0 •"" 
C = 5.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R Q I = o c 2 " " o c | = 3. 128699 
Rc2= 2 T r""Rcr3 1 5 4 4 4 6 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 






















































































X k s 
> 

















' / ' 
A1 // 
^ 
- / / 
/ 




0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
















0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN * 
DEVIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 




A - .U.0 
B = ~7*°..' 











R C | = < X p - OC. = 3. 230143 














































- 4 , 117769 
^0, 0841118 
- 0 . 0 ^ 7 9 ^ 





















,:i - * ' 












:0 -0,2^ 0.4 0.6 0.8 
^ INPUT XN 
. DEVIATION 
1.0 
CRA1IK RANGE RC1 
1.0 





















> • ^ 
-0.1 
-0.3 












0. B 1.0 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS, 
A = 4*0 _ 
B = 4.0 




A = 4 .0 
B - 4 .0 
C = 6.5 
CRANK 
RANGE 
R C | = O C g - OC. = 3. 361964 
R ^ 2 s 2 T T - R ^ p 2.9212.2.1 
FOLLOWER 
RANGE 
K F = / * | - * 2 


















































All angles measured in radians 
1.0 /7 
/ / 











/- . y 


































i - J 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
TRACE 











0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
INPUT XN 
DEVIATION 
3A1JK R&IIGE HC2 
SYNTHESIS OF THE 4-BAR LINKAGE 
CRANK AND ROCKER CLASS 
A = 4 . 0 
B = Z..0 
C = 6.5 
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